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State rep., wife involved in wreck

A Much Needed
Stress Reliever

Councilwoman
injured but OK after
Saturday accident
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
On a visit to Louisville over the weekend
to visit his sister-in-law at Norton Hospital,
Rep. Melvin Henley was involved in a onevehicle accident that resulted in his wife,
Rita, a member of the Murray City Council,
seeking treatment at the University of
Louisville Medical Center.
Henley said Monday that he was traveling on Interstate 64 East shortly after 10

p.m. Saturday when a
vehicle swerved into his
path and forced him to
act quickly to avoid a
collision and then fight
for control of his vehicle.
"I totaled a Lexus on
1-64 East," he said. "A
guy cut in front of me
and when I swerved the
Henley
car began lurching side
to side. I fought it down
the road for a while, but it got worse and
worse. Finally, I went off into the median
and it turned over."
The other driver did not stop, according
to Henley, who escaped the accident
unharmed. Rita Henley, however, was taken
to Louisville and tested for possible concus-

sion.
"I wasn't hurt. I got
out and walked away
from it, but Rita had to
spend the night in the
trauma unit. She's fine,"
he said. "Of course, they
wanted to x-ray her and
CAT-scan her. They did
all that."
Henley said the acciHenley
dent taught him a lesson
in highway safety.
"I'm now even more of a believer in seat
belts," he said. "If it hadn't been for them,
we might not be here."
Henley, R-Murray, represents Calloway
County and a small part of western Trigg
County.

Forum offers,education into
need for MSU tuition increase
and-answer session.
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Being in the midst of finals
Staff Writer
weeks
probably cut down on
Higher education is becoming more expensive across the students participating in the
country. The variables from one forum, both students and
school to the next are how much Alexander said. Ellison and
Reed said they hope students
and why.
still
make themselves aware of
Murray State University
President Dr. King Alexander the tuition trend.
The MSU Board of Regents
wanted
to
are expected to approve the
educate students why tuition increase at its May 20
they
will meeting. Reed will still represeen
an sent the students and likely will
vote against the increase
increase,
albeit not as because students are against
paying more.
much as he
"I think things like this help
anticipated.
so they know why it's going up
In-state stuAlexander
dents
will and where their dollars are
going," Reed said in an interpay
$222
more each semester next year, view after the forum. "Nobody
wants to dish out more money,
bringing their tuition to $2,214.
but
it's helpful when you know
A forum held Monday afterwhat
you're paying for."
noon in the Curris Center
The 11 percent increase,
Theater was aimed to educate
students. But only six students which keeps Murray State the
were present and only Student cheapest regional university in
Government
Association Kentucky, will create about $7.6
President-elect Scott Ellison and million —$3.3 million of which
out-going SGA President Jessica will go toward scholarships and
Reed spoke during the question- other financial support, such as
waivers for students who live

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Paducah freshman Rachel Barkley visits with
Snarfles, a 5-year-old beagle, during Monday morning's pet therapy session for Murray State students
at the entrance of Waterfield Library. The animals, all
part of a program conducted by the Humane Society
of Calloway County, were offered to the students as
a way of relieving stress during finals week, which
officially began Monday. Barkley, in fact, was just
minutes removed from her first final of the week in a
world civilization class and said the presence of the
pets was well timed for her.

just across the state line in
Illinois, Missouri, Indiana and
Tennessee.
The revenue will help compensate for growing fixed costs.
Rising utilities expenses account
for about $490,000 more in
recurring costs. Other recurring
growths include $3.5 million for
salaries and benefits; $412,00
toward heath insurance, making
the university's investment 6
percent of its operating budget;
$1 million for campuswide telephone upgrade because MSU is
out of new lines and connections; and academic improvements, such as $415,00 for new
teaching positions and $160,000
in library and technology
improvements.
Meanwhile, only Kentucky
State ($2,085) and Morehead
State ($2,160) will be cheaper
than Murray State for the coming semester. Of 38 colleges in
the five-state region, Murray
State has the 34th lowest tuition.
Among that same group of
schools. MSU has the fifth best
graduation rate.
"Where we are increasing is
not out of line with what's going

on in the state of Kentucky. in
fact, it's among the lowest dollar
increase," Alexander said. "We
are now very affordable and we
fight hard to stay that way."
Alexander doesn't want to
lead the fight alone. He wants
students to join the cause. He
wants them to understand the
financial aid available, including
federal and state tax credits.
Based on tax credits and other
deductions, Alexander said the
average full-time student can
expect to pay $1,736 in tuition
plus $4,330 for room and board.
Tuition increases don't help
the cause of encouraging higher
education, he said. When tuition
is higher, students have to work
more and often build greater
debt. Then when they graduate,
they spend more time paying on
the debt and buy houses later
than the generation before them.
Yet, a college degree is more
and more necessary.
"College is not a choice,"
Alexander said. "Twenty years
ago, it was more of a choice.
Now you have to go. You not
only have to go, you have to finish."

Police have no solid leads in stabbings Let's Talk Turkey!

By ANNA JOHNSON
Laura Unrein, who lives near
Associated Press Writer
Beulah Park, said the area where
ZION, Ill.(AP) — The news
the bodies were found is well
that two girls out on a Mother's
known as a place to avoid. The
Day bicycle ride were stabbed
heavily wooded park has a
multiple times and left to die
paved bike path, a ravine and
near a bike path has shaken the
trails made by mountain bikes.
residents of this small city near
"There have been incidents
the Wisconsin line.
of kids beating up people and
Now the search is on for
taking their wallets and park
those responsible, but Police
rangers have had to shoo people
Chief Doug Malcolm said
out of there for hunting illegalMonday that authorities have
ly," she said, adding that it's also
had not identified any suspects
a popular hangout for teens to
and there were no solid leads.
drink.
"It was a crime not only
"Our children are told not to
against those kids but against all
be down in that area," she said.
of us," Malcolm said Monday.
"My husband and I don't go
The girls, Laura Hobbs, 8;
down there anymore because
and Krystal Tobias. 9, were best
you hear the stories."
friends in the same second grade
Krystal Tobias
Laura Hobbs
The parents of one of the
class at Beulah Park Elementary, today's editions.
residents but retains a quiet, at girls had reported her missing
about four blocks from the park.
She also said a relative was times rural feel despite being on about 8:50 p.m. Sunday, about
Their bodies were discovered interviewed by police early the edge of both the Chicago and two hours after she was expectshortly after dawn Monday, Monday evening, the newspaper Milwaukee metropolitan areas.
ed home, Malcolm said. The
although police said no weapons reported. Police said the relative
Fifteen-year-old
Albert parents of the other girl called
were found and there was no had been interviewed and Tobias said he didn't know of shortly afterward, and authorievidence of sexual assault. A released.
any reason why someone would ties with rescue dogs began
girl's bicycle was found nearby.
"I can't believe she's gone,- want to attack his sister. "1 real- searching. A resident walking
Police visited the Hobbs' Hollabaugh said of her daughter. ly don't know anything. All I through the park discovered the
home and took clothing worn by
Zion, along Lake Michigan, know is she got stabbed,- he bodies at dawn.
family members Sunday, the day was founded in 1901 by a reli- said in a brief phone interview.
Lake
County
Coroner
the girls disappeared, Sheila gious faith healer as a utopian "But I would like to know what
Hollabaugh, the girl's mother, community. It has about 22,000 happened."
told the Chicago Tribune in
•See Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Murray Elementary P1 student Trent Jones pets Tom
the Turkey, handled by Calloway County Middle
School student Layla Choate (left) and Southwest
Calloway Elementary student Audrey Harper, during
Monday's Farm Day event at the West Kentucky Expo
Center on the Murray State campus. Tuesday,
Calloway County Schools students will have their
chance to visit with the animals.
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PoliceSherifflogs
Murray Police Department
• A stolen license plate was reported at 9:21 a.m. Friday at Office
Depot.
• A two-vehicle injury accident was reported at 11:46 a.m. Friday
at Main Street and Industrial Road. Stacy Woodford, 36, of
Paducah. was traveling west on Main Street and was struck by a
vehicle driven by Dewanna Belcher, 40, of Almo. Belcher was
traveling south on Industrial Road and disregarded a stop sign.
EMS transported Woodford's passenger — Sarah Hart, 60, of
Murray — to Murray-Calloway County Hospital, where she was
treated and released. Murray Fire Department also responded.
• A burglary was reported at 4:04 p.m. Friday at 504 N. Sixth St.
• Criminal trespassing was reported at 7:16 p.m. Friday at 213 S.
13th St. The residence is vacant and the suspect was gone when
an officer arrived. The residence was secured.
• A vehicle fire was reported at 7:42 p.m. Friday at 407 N. L.P.
Miller St.
• Johnathan Mathis, 24, of Murray, was arrested Friday night for
theft by deception and having no insurance.
• Jay Lee Burton, 46, of Murray, was arrested after a car wrecIC
Saturday. He was charged with having no insurance, license to
be in possession and expired registration plates. He also is a
fugitive from Arkansas.
• A possible house fire was reported at 1608 Farmer St. at 8:58
p.m. Sunday.
• A fire alarm sounded at the Bee Creek waste water treatment.
plant at 7:29 a.m. Monday. Murray Fire Department responded.
• Criminal mischief was reported at Ellis Popcorn at 9:29 a.m.:
Monday.
• Tampering with mail was reported at 2:41 p.m. Monday at 1708
Campbell Drive.
• An officer was out at Northwinds at 8:11 p.m. Monday in reference to criminal mischief.
Photo provided
Murray State University Police Department
Pictured are some of the parents that picked up litter from the Calloway County road system as a fundraiser for
• Disorderly conduct was reported at 12:30 a.m. Friday at the
the Calloway County High School Project Graduation which will be help May 20 at the high school after graduaSigma Chi fraternity house. People at a party there were throwtion as a drug and alcohol free all night celebration for our graduating seniors. This was sponsored by Rita
ing adult beverage bottles over a fence and onto the MSU camBurton, coordinator of the Calloway County Solid Waste Management. This event was held on various
pus. Murray Police Department was advised.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 2:06 p.m. Saturday on camSaturdays during the months of March and April. Several CCHS senior parents and other participants worked
pus. A vehicle was reported damaged Friday while parked for
on various roads throughout the county. This event was coordinated by Faye Rogers.
Relay For Life, which was held at Stewart Stadium. A report was
taken.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A mobile home fire was reported at 10:44 a.m. Friday. Calloway
County Fire-Rescue was notified.
•
Nails were spread on a boat ramp on Red Water Drive at 2:28
Due to a reporter's error, a
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — ment. Without disinfection, bac- more than 10,000 people and p.m. Friday. A vandalism report was taken.
photographer and story contrib— Information is obtained from reports, logs
utor was misidentified in the The warning contained in .teria, viruses and microbes treated surface water — Were
and citations from various agencies.
out of compliance in 2004,
Relay for Life wrap-up story in notices to thousands of would retnain in the water.
Kentucky
water
customers
is
not
"Without disinfection, you're down from 37 percent in 2002.
Monday's newspaper. Lone
Smaller surface water sysTurner, not Lisa Turner, provid- as serious as it may appear. state going to be sick tomorrow and
possibly dead," Chamberlain tems and all groundwater sysed photos and information con- officials said Monday.
The warning about -disinfec- said.
tems began to comply with
cerning the Relay "Fear Factor"
However, disinfectants can lower limits in 2004.
event featured on the front and tant byproducts" in drinking
ATLANTA (AP) - - Even attorney about their actual costs
water was mandated by federal react with substances that occur
Chamberlain said the water
back pages of Section A.
environmental rules, which naturally in water at its source, systems that were required to though she may not be required and their proposal."
Sartain and city attorneys
The Murray Ledger & Times required water systems that such as decaying leaves or other send out the notices are spread to do so, runaway bride Jennifer
strives to ensure accurate and exceeded federal standards for organic matter. The reaction cre- across the state. And because the Wilbanks wants to help Duluth, continued
discussing
on
fair reporting: however mis- -disinfectant byproducts" to ates chemical compounds. The notices sometimes lag by sever- Ga., recoup the thousands of Monday what, if anything.
takes occasionally occur. It is notify customers. The notices Environmental
Protection al months, some of the systems dollars the city spent searching Wilbanks will pay. More than 70
the Ledger's policy to correct included language about poten- Agency had determined that
may have already corrected for her, the woman's attorney city employees participated in
errors. To report a news mistake tial health effects from consum- long-term
said Monday.
an extensive search for her at the
exposure to some of treatment plans. .
or error, please call 753-1916.
"While I am not certain end of last month when she vaning water with elevated levels of the chemicals was potentially
To experience health effects
these substances.
cancer-causing and thus set from water with elevated chem- Jennifer has a legal obligation to ished from her home just days
"It's not a cause for alarm," maximum contaminant levels.
ical levels, a person would have reimburse the city, she wants to before her scheduled 600-guest
said Maleva Chamberlain of the
The standards were set cau- to drink two liters daily for 70 do something to make amends," wedding.
attorney Lydia Sartain said in a
Kentucky Division of Water.
"It's between our attorney
tiously and conservatively.
years.
NOTICE
To be made safe for drinking,
Eight percent of large water
S The Calloway County
Tag elmnicals dismpate read- statement. "I am waiting to hear and her attorney now," Mayor
back from the (Duluth :city) Shirley tasseter said Monday.
Board of Education will meet water is disinfected during treat- systems — systems that served ily from water.
in regular session Thursday at
6 p.m. at the board office.
Agenda items include recommended changes in code of
acceptable behavior and
descipline for 2005-06; comprehensive district improvement plan draft; and salary
ATLANTA
(APi
reports that Nichols has been
schedules, extended employment days and extra service Courthouse shooting sus_pect getting spiritual help while in
and supervision schedule for Brian Nichols was expected custody at the Fulton County
back in court this afternoon to Jail.
2005-06.
Sgt.
• The Murray Board of hear of prosecutors' intentions to
Nikita
AdamsEducation will meet at 7 p.m. seek the death penalty against Hightower, spokeswoman for
Thursday at the Carter him in the March shooting ram- the Fulton County Sheriff's
Administration Building.
page that left a judge and three Department. said Nichols has
II The Housing Authority of others dead.
been reading spiritual literature.
Murray
Board
of
Last week, a Fulton County She also said some ministers
Commissioners will meet in grand jury handed down a 54have visited Nichols.
regular session at noon May count
indictment
against
Atlanta television station
17 at the authority's main
NichOls that includes charges of WSB-TV reported Nichols has
office at 716 Nash Dr.
• The Murray Planning murder, kidnapping, robbery converted to Islam. But AdamsHightower could not confirm
Commission meeting original- and escape from authorities.
Today's hearing comes amid that.
The Chicago TribunelAP Photo
ly scheduled for May 17 is
"Several different ministers Searchers work near the area where the bodies of two children were found Monday in
rescheduled for 5 p.m. May
10.
have visited him, but to say that Zion, Ill. Two young girls who disappeared while riding bikes together were found dead
• The Murray Board of
he has taken on one faith, I can- early Monday, both stabbed multiple times and left to die off a bike path in a heavily
Zoning Adjustments meeting
not say," she told The Atlanta wooded nature area in Zion, authorities said.
Tonight will be
originally scheduled for May
Journal-Constitution.
partly cloudy.
HIGH:
18 is rescheduled for 4:30
Nichols, who was on trial for
Wednesday will
p.m. May 11.
rape, is accused of overpowerbe partly cloudy
MI To report a Town Crier
ing a deputy on March 11 and
with highs in the
item. call 753-1916.
stealing her gun. Authorities say
upper 80s.
town about 45 miles north of
From Front
Dozens of anxious parents
he then went on a shooting spree
Wednesday
Chicago, prompting police and waited until their children
courthouse,
at the
killing Judge Richard Keller said it appears Beulah Park Elementary School
night will be
emerged from the front doors of
Rowland Barnes, court reporter the girls were killed where their officials to
partly cloudy
escort children the school, then put their arms
Julie Ann Brandau and deputy bodies were found. They had
with lows in the
directly onto buses at the end of around their kids or clutched
1.zt. Hoyt Teasley.
mid 60s.
both been stabbed multiple the school day.
their hands as they walked to
times, authorities said.
"I know that they were very their cars.
"They were best friends. sweet
girls," said
Julie
"I'm concerned for their saferfpu Eire i ri
/11.1(I1
When one left, the other left. Dobnikar. who teaches second ty," Cynthia Taylor
said of her
They were always together," grade at the school, adding that granddaughters,
ages 5 and 6.
said Unrein.
the girls' teacher is "very dis- "It's bad and scary that people
The killings stunned this traught right now."
could be so cruel to innocent
kids."
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Fletcher to seek Toyota expansion on Far East trip

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The big prize of Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's second annual trip to
the Far East next week is production of Toyota Motor's
planned gasoline-electric hybrid
cars, but there are other goals.
The attraction of the new
technology and assurance of a
long and bright future for the
huge Toyota manufacturing
plant in Georgetown emphasize
the pursuit of one of the biggest

economic
development
prizes
of
recent years.
California
and
Canada are
also making
a big push
for the manu fa c t u ring
Fletcher
plant, which
Toyota is expected to announce
soon for one of its existing facilities.
The 7.5 million square feet in

Georgetown — the company's
largest American facility — produces the Cainry, Avalon and
Solara models. Toyota's North
American headquarters is located in Erlanger.
"Right
now, I
think
Georgetown is still a very strong
plant for them," Economic
Development Secretary Gene
Strong said. "Toyota appreciates
and respects the Kentucky work
force."
Kentucky officials hope they
have an ally in Fujio Cho, who
ran Toyota's Georgetown plant

for seven years after it opened ui
1987 and will become chairman
of the company in 2006.
Passage of tax legislation earlier this year would allow
Toyota, or another manufacturer
of a hybrid vehicle, to recover
training and some equipment
costs.
The training and the location
of the assembly works would be
an attraction to suppliers and
others to locate nearby, which
could mean more jobs. Strong
said.

Gov.: Judicial
experience
not necessary
for justice
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Judicial experience is not necessary for someone to serve on the
Kentucky Supreme Court, but
experience in the law off the
bench is important, said Gov.
Ernie Fletcher, who will make
an appointment to the high court
this month.
The comments at a news conference on Monday may hint at
Fletcher's preference for a member of his own staff. General
counsel John Roach has applied
for the vacancy that will be created when Justice James Keller
retires on May 31.
Among the nine others who
have applied for the vacancy are
at least three people with vast
judicial experience — Appeals
Court Judge Laurence VanMeter
of Lexington, Fayette Circuit
Judge Mary Noble and Franklin
County Circuit Judge Roger
Crittenden all have more than a
decade as judges in Kentucky
courts.
"I believe legal experience
and having worked in a court is
extremely important," Fletcher
said. "I think it's also important
for ... experience from the other
side of the bench."
Fletcher said it was "not necessarily" important for a
Supreme Court justice to have
experience on the bench.
Roach, who ran Fletcher's
congressional district office
before the gubernatorial election
in 2003, has no judicial experience.
Counting Keller, six of the
seven members of the Kentucky
Supreme Court served on the
bench in some capacity before
joining the high court. Keller,
Who was the last appointed
member of the Supreme Court
when he was selected by thenGov. Paul Patton in May 1999,
had been on the Fayette County
Circuit Court bench since 1976.
The exception is Chief
Justice Joseph Lambert, who
joined the court after his election
in 1986.
: Keller's replacement will
wrve until a special election in
November 2006, when the
remaining two years of the term
will be filled. Noble has already
said she will run for the position
even if she is not appointed.
Many recent appointees to
the high court had no judicial
experience but broad legal and
public service work.
Walter Baker was a state senator from Glasgow before his
appointment. Nick King was
commonwealth's attorney in
Jefferson County. Bill Fuqua
was a circuit court judge. Only
. Sara Combs, the widow of former Gov. Bert Combs, had had
relatively little experience but
was also the first woman to
serve on Kentucky's high court.
Combs is now chiefjudge of the
Kentucky Court of Appeals.
A nominating commission is
scheduled to meet on May 16 to
recommend three people to
Fletcher.

Liberty Tnbune/AP Photo

Pclice investigators begin surveying the scene following a double-fatality school bus
accident in Liberty, Mo., Monday. More than 20 students were injured in the early morning accident.

Missouri school bus wreck kills
two adults; 23 children injured
LIBERTY, Mo. (AP) — A
school bus slammed into two
vehicles at an intersection,
killing two people in the cars
and injuring 23 elementary students who were headed to class
in the morning.
Two children were taken to
hospitals with life-threatening
injuries after the Monday crash.
Some of the children suffered
head injuries, cuts, scrapes, broken bones and neck injuries.
said Laura Fitzmaurice, head of
the emergency department at
Children's Mercy Hospital in
Kansas City. Many were bleeding and crying for their parents.
"One little boy had his teeth
knocked out and he asked me if
he was going to be deformed,"

said a shaken Vickie Whattoff, taken to three area hospitals with
one of about 20 workers from a injuries and the others were
nearby grocery store who taken to the school or released to
responded. She said many of the their parents.
injuries appeared to be from
"It's a worst nightmare,"
"kids flying forward and hitting Liberty School Superintendent
the seat in front of them."
Scott Taveau said. "This is a
Investigators said they don't tragedy for this community."
know why the bus suddenly
The bus was taking 53
veered into the ears, which were kindergartners through fifthwaiting for a stoplight to change graders
to
Ridgeview
in this community about 15 Elementary School when the
miles north of Kansas City.
crash happened about 8:30 a.m.
The cars were nearly demol- The students ranged in age from
ished. The victims were identi- 6 to 11.
fied as David Gleason, 53, of
The bus driver, whose name
Kansas City, and David was not released, was being
Sand weiss,49,of Liberty, police treated at a hospital Monday.
said. They were the only people Taveau said the driver was a
in the vehicles.
seven-year veteran driver who
Police said 23 students were had "an impeccable record."

Future of public radio to be discussed

1880 State it. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Moeda)! • Friday • 7:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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nit
in some ag enterprises, investing
"Phase I" money in tobacco
would help retain a proven cash
generator, Wimpy said.
"We know how to grow it and
grow it as well as anybody," he
said.
Mike Kuntz, a spokesman for
the American Lung Association
of Kentucky, said the plan
amounted to "archaic thinking"
running counter to diversifying
away from tobacco.
"I think it's pretty clear the
writing's on the wall with tobacco in this country," said Kuntz.
noting declines in U.S. smoking
rates and tobacco companies'
appetite for foreign leaf.
Kuntz added that anti-smoking efforts are "woefully underfunded" in Kentucky, despite
offering the potential for considerable savings in health costs.
Under the group's proposal,
tobacco farmers seeking "Phase
I" assistance would pay half the
costs to upgrade their operations. The state would contribute
$3.4 million in "Phase I" money
over two years, as would the
Burley
Tobacco
Growers
Cooperative.
Also, "Phase I" money sent
to counties — about $19 million
this year — could be awarded to
tobacco farmers by county agricultural development councils.
Keith Rogers, executive
director of the Governor's
Office of Agricultural Policy,
said the proposal is being studied and could come up at the
state ag development board
meeting May 20.
Rogers said farmess waning
to stay in tobacco should have
the same opportunities as those
switching to other crops.
However, based on the state
board's policy, Rogers said, it's
"very unlikely" state "Phase I"
funds would go to individual
tobacco growers.

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Burley tobacco growers have
watched
tobacco-settlement
money flow into such ventures
as aquaculture and vegetable
farming to lessen Kentucky's
dependence on tobacco. Now
some tobacco farmers think it's
their turn to tap the same fund.
Such assistance, they say,
would help secure Kentucky's
dominance as a burley producer
in a new era after the end of the
federal tobacco price support
and production quota system.
A group of burley growers
has asked the state Agricultural
Development Board to put
tobacco farmers in line for socalled "Phase I" funds, paid by
tobacco companies to Kentucky
and other states to settle litigation over costs for treating
smoking-related illnesses.
For farmers sticking with
tobacco after the federal tobacco
buyout, the assistance could
help build or remodel curing
barns, add irrigation systems or
buy equipment.
The plan's proponents say
Kentucky producers face new
competition in the post-buyout
era in which tobacco companies
are looking for the most efficient
farmers to grow their leaf under
contract. And despite its decline,
burley tobacco remains an
important crop, they say.
"Burley is going to be grown,
no matter what," David Wimpy,
a Christian County tobacco
farmer supporting the plan, said
in a phone interview. "It's just
whether Kentucky wants to keep
this industry like we've always
had it. Now if we get a closed
mind and say this industry is
over, it's going somewhere else
where some farmers are willing
to grow it."
Unlike some awards aimed at
making Kentucky a new player
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with 35,000 employees.
On the other side of the trade
ledger, Japan is the secondlargest foreign recipient of
Kentucky exports — $919 million last year.
Fletcher and tourism officials
will also visit China on the trip.
The legislature approved opening an economic development
office in the world's largest
nation and Fletcher said he
expects to scout locations as
well as meet with industrial
prospects.

Tobacco growers seek
slice of settlement

Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-409S
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Fletcher will lead a delegation of economic development
and tourism officials to Japan
and China next week. In addition to Toyota. Kentucky will
make a pitch to other companies
and be featured at a world exposition in Aichi.
It was Toyota's decision to
build its Georgetown plant a
generation ago that made
Kentucky a boom state in the
automobile assembly and supply
business.
Strong said there are 138
Japanese businesses in the state
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FORUM
The American Tsunami'

OUR READERS WRITE /
To the Editor:
In times like these, with rising health care costs crippling state
and local budgets, every effort should be made to reduce unnecessary smoking-related health care costs. This effort should be longterm, including efforts in prevention and harm reduction.
This type of rationale is part of the reason that Kentucky included a harm reduction message in their most recent budget. Kentucky
lawmakers increased the tax on cigarettes, pointing out that they
are significantly more harmful than smokeless tobacco.
In the statutory language, lawmakers said,"Growing data from
scientific studies suggest that although smokeless tobacco poses
some risks, those health risks are significantly less than risks posed
by other tobacco products —some in the public health community
recognize that tobacco harm reduction should be a complimentary
public health strategy regarding tobacco products."
Kentucky is the first state in the country to recognize the comparative risk in tobacco products and pass a bill to tax them
accordingly.
Although smokeless tobacco does not directly contribute to better health, it is significantly less harmful than cigarette smoke.
Smokeless products do not contribute to lung disease and do not
produce second-hand smoke.
It is difficult to quit smoking. Quitting cold-turkey works for the
brave few, but different alternatives are needed for most smokers
trying to kick the habit. Gum and patches can be effective in many
cases, but their delivery capacity is limited at best. Many people
find that switching from smoking to smokeless tobacco is more
sustainable, and in the long run more effective. Smokeless tobacco
products are a sustainable alternative to cigarettes.
They can benefit those trying to quit smoking, keeping them
satisfied with dramatically fewer risks to their health. They are
products many Kentucky farmers grow to support their families.
Smokeless tobacco can be a link between public health strategies
regarding smoking and the impact tobacco growers have on the
state economy'. Both are of great importance to the health of
Kentucky.
Will Clark
Western Kentucky Dark Fired Association
President

The physician sitting next to me looked
over my shoulder as I took notes during last
week's public forum on gaps in health
insurance. When he
learned I was writing a
column about the session, he could not resist
giving me his personal
prescription.
"Call your article
'The American
Tsunami,— he urged.
"And tell them almost
100,000 people die in
the United States each
Main Street year because of lack of
By Constance needed care."
Alexander
My prompter, Edgar
Ledger & Times Lopez, M.D., FACS,
lives in Louisville, but
Columnist
he has attended every
public gathering of the
Kentucky Health
Insurance Research Project around the state.
A member of Physicians for a National
Health Program, he is armed with copies of
newspaper and journal articles detailing the
domestic crisis of paying for health care in
the U.S.
About 20 other people attended the
forum in Paducah last week. The evening
began with a brief presentation by Michal
Smith-Mello, of the Long-Term Policy
Research Center. She outlined the study that
is underway to determine who the uninsured are in the state; why they become
uninsured; what the costs and consequences
are for all of us; and how health insurance
can be provided to more Kentuckians
through public and private efforts.
After her overview. Smith-Mello invited
To the Editor.
audience to tell their stories. "We want
the
Can you believe it? The story about pain and suffering on Death to put a human face on our research," she
the
and
Iraq
in
Row has now eclipsed the news about the killings
declared."We want real stories from real
scandal of torture at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo. That's right.
people."
"The Bleeding Hearts" now tell us that the drugs administered to
Brian Van Horn, vice chair of the Longand
pain
accomplish the death of condemned criminals may cause
Term Policy Research Center, got the ball
suffering.
rolling. He revealed that, as a diabetic who
Forget the pain and suffering of the little girl who was beaten,
has been dealing with this disorder since
raped and killed. The man who did it to her must not be caused
pain, but he must be put to sleep painlessly. Forget the suffering
that child's family will know for the rest of their lives. The child
molester/rapist/murderer must not feel pain for two minutes.
And they've recorded the testimony of a veterinarian who says
he wouldn't use the drug on a dog. I think it would be too good for
the man who gut shot my little Beagle Fairy. She dragged herself
home, suffered all night, and died alone because I didn't find her
until daylight.
Tender feelings for sufferers are much to be admired, but this is
taking an admirable trait to the extreme limits of absurdity.
Henry A. Buchanan
Murray, Ky.

childhood, he is at risk for a host of serious
medical conditions. "The concerns ofjuvenile diabetics," he explained,"go beyond
medical doctors." He pointed out diabetics'
needs for special dental and eye care,
emphasizing the high prices associated with
such treatment and the consequences of
going untreated.
Another participant, a 58-year-old
woman, rose to her feet reluctantly to relate
her tale. After nine years at a good job with
benefits, the plant closed and she was uninsured. "I'm not eligible for Medicare yet,"
she declared. "I actually checked out what
it would cost me to move to Canada so I
could have health benefits."
According to the facilitator, Michal
Smith-Mello, some support is provided for
people like the 58-year-old. "But there is
only a smattering of free clinics in this
state," she said. Moreover, she mentioned
that Kentucky is 31 percent below the
national average in the number of free clinics.
"The answer is to do more primary prevention," another audience member piped
up. "There's not enough emphasis on prevention."
At that point, Dr. Lopez leaned toward
me and whispered, "There are many things
you cannot forecast. An accident or a stroke
can just happen. A lot of times," he insisted,
"prevention doesn't apply."
Others who spoke up talked about the
high cost of health insurance for small businesses and non-profit organizations. Marie
Liang, director of the McCracken County
Public Library, reported that part-time
workers want to have health insurance coverage,"but the cost is too high," she said.
"As it is, we are facing a 45 percent
increase in rates next year."
Ms. Liang also mentioned that patrons
spend online and research time in the
library to find out about health issues.
"They are constantly asking for information," she reported. "It is educational for me
to see the faces of the uninsured," she concluded.

Another attendee revealed. her situation
as a self-employed, unemployed woman
trying to lower the deductible on her health
insurance. She described a lengthy backand-forth with the insurer over the records
she was required to submit. In the midst of •
negotiations, the woman suffered a heart
attack.
"I was in the cardiac care unit when the
nurse told me I had no health insurance,"
she recalled. Five days in the hospital rang
up to $27,000. After hundreds of phone
calls to the insurer, the bill was finally
whittled down to about $7000, which the
woman still struggles to pay off in installments.
At this point, the only coverage available,
to her is through Kentucky Access, "and it
will cost $1000 a month," she explained.
(Kentucky Access is the state-funded health
care program for high-risk patients.)
One small ray of hope in the dismal
exchange was news of the Partnership for
Prescription Assistance, a nationwide initiative to ease access to the more than 275
public and private programs providing nocost or low-cost prescription drugs to lowincome patients.(Log on to www.pparx.org
or call the toll free number at 1-888-4PPANOW.)
The Kentucky Health Insurance
Research Project is in the process of compiling the data collected at forums like the
one last week in Paducah. Besides gathering information about the situation, the
project also wants to determine how health
insurance can be provided for more
Kentuckians through public and private
efforts.
For more information, or to tell your
own story, contact Michal Smith-Mello at
800-853-2851, or michal.mello@Irc.ky.gov.
The site for Physicians for a National
Health Program is www.prihp.org.
Read Main Street online at www.murrayledgercom Contact the columnist
directly at constancealexander@charternet.
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Unsafe For All
Three years and eight
months after the terrorist attacks
that changed our lives and after
spending
$4.5 billion
on screening
devices to
monitor airports, seaports, mail
and the air
we breathe,
the
Department
Cal's
of Homeland
Thoughts Security has
By Cal Thomas acknowlSyndicated
edged what
Columnist
many of us
frequent
fliers already
suspected. The money was misspent on equipment that has
failed to do the job.
As with most things governmental, failure does not mean
having to try something else. It
means spending more money on
even more expensive equipment.
Among the problems associated with the current equipment,
as detailed in last Sunday's New
York limes, are devices used to
screen airline passengers and
their carry-on hags. Auditors
have determined the likelihood
of detecting a passenger trying
to carry a gun or bomb on
board is no greater now than

date to confirm I am not the
before federal screeners
replaced private screening com- Thomas they are looking for. I
asked,"Now that you know me,
panies. For this we are charged
why can't you enter this inforand
ticket
a tax on every airline
forced to endure inconveniences mation in your computer so the
next time I fly your airline I am
in the name of "safety."
not inconvenienced by having
I knew, the system wasn't
repeat this ridiculous proceto
going to find real terrorists
That makes too much
dure?"
when I suddenly showed up on
That can't be done. The
sense.
a "no fly" list last year. 1 had to
agent smiled pleasantly, rejected
copy my passport and driver's
my logical suggestion and
license and submit other notaappealed to his airline's "rules."
rized documents to prove I am
The Transportation Security
not the Thomas they are looking
n has announced a
Administratio
for. It wasn't until I wrote about
"Secure Flight,"
program,
new
it that my name was removed
that requests birth dates from
from the list.
passengers. They claim this will
My name is now back on the speed passengers like me
list, but on just three airlines. If
through the screening process.
I were a terrorist, wouldn't I try
We'll see.
to smuggle a weapon aboard an
At Newark Airport last
airline that doesn't have me on
week, I spoke to a TSA supervitheir "no fly" list?
sor about my "mark of Cain."
Here's the way it works in
He gave me a "special" TSA
this dysfunctional "security"
number to call to register my
system. Last weekend, I flew on complaint. I am wise to this tacone of the three airlines. The
tic, having tried the number
agent took my driver's license
before, so I asked him to make
into the back and returned 15
the call. As he dialed, I said he
minutes later, while other pascould expect a recording to tell
sengers sized me up to see if
him to "press one for English"
they dared travel with such a
and then to leave a message. He
"suspect." When the agent
would be promised a "prompt"
returned, she brought with her a reply, which he would not get.
supervisor I had requested to
He stayed on long enough to
see.
hear the "press one for English"
and hung up. He suggested I
The supervisor explained he
might try e-mailing TSA headhad to check with the airline's
quarters. I said I had and I
security office, using my birth
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received an automated response
also promising a "prompt
reply." I received no reply at all.
Airline agents blame TSA
for this mess, and TSA agents
blame the airlines. After listening to the blame game recently
at Washington's Reagan
National Airport, I took a TSA
supervisor to the third airline
that has me on its "no fly" list.
When she saw the TSA agent
approach, the airline agent, who
initially had blamed TSA, took
me off the list and removed the
"S" from the ticket that requires::
a full body and luggage search.
This proves to me that TSA is
the final authority.
Last month I saw Homeland :
Security Secretary Michael
Chertoff at a social function. I .decided to go to the top and
explain my problem, which
other frequent travelers also
experience. He took my card
and promised to "take care of
it." He hasn't.
It isn't just me. A neighbor
tells me she is frequently
stopped for special screening
because her last name is the
same as a European city that
was attacked by terrorists. But
don't worry. The government is
going to spend billions more on
new equipment, while continuing its harassment of the innocent. Don't you feel safer?
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Obituaries
Mrs. Vioma Lucille Lofton
Mrs. Vioma Lucille Lofton. 74, Calvert City,
died Monday, May 9, 2005, at 4:50 a.m. at
Calvert City Convalescent Center.
She was a member of Jenny Ridge
Pentecostal Church in Calloway County.
Preceding her in death were one daughter,
Patricia Lofton, one son, Howard T. Balentine,
and one brother, Houston Higgins. She was the
daughter of the late Lemon Higgins and Ella
Meredith Higgins.
Lofton
Survivors include her husband, Willie J.
Lofton Sr., Puryear, Tenn.; two daughters, Mrs.
Mary Butler, Calvert City, and Mrs. Tina Bailey, Gilbertsville; two
sons, Willie J. Lofton Jr., Ledbetter, and Mark A. Lofton, Puryear;
one sister, Mrs. Evelyn Lofton, Calvert City; four brothers, Thelben
Joyce, Hardin,Alvin Joyce, Paducah, Darvin Higgins, Reidland, and
C.D. Higgins, Almo; nine grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. ,The Rev. Elijah
Balentine will officiate. Burial will follow in the Jenny Ridge
Cemetery in Calloway Couinty.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Flavil M. Pendergrass
The funeral for Flavil M. Pendergrass will be Wednesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Richard
Guill will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Larry Bundy, Keith Brununitte, Thomas
Marshall, Max Hughes, Joe Pat Hughes, Jerry Pat Pendergrass and
Tracy Pendergrass. Burial will follow in the Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Visitation will be at The funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. Pendergrass, 100. West View Nursing Home, formerly of
Coldwater community, died Sunday. May 8, 2005, at 4:15 p.m. at
West View.
A lifelong farmer of the Coldwater conununity, he was' a member
of Coldwater Church of Christ.
He was married Oct. 31, 1933, to Treva Jordan Pendergrass. who
died March 25, 2005. Also preceding him in death were one son,
Jerry. Pendergrass, three sisters. Kathleen Grant. Ruth Watson and
Mary Fran Hughes, and three brothers, Novil, James and Leon
Pendergrass. Born March 16. 1905. he was the son of the late Noah
Pendergrass and Lottie Pullen Pendergrass.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Norma Darnell and husband, Hyland, Coldwater; two grandsons, Jerry Pat Pendergrass and
Tracy Pendergrass, both of Kirksey; three granddaughters, Sharon

Bundy, Henderson, Kimberly Scott, Murray, and Karen Brumrnitte,
Benton; six great-grandchildren.

Hal K. Kingins

band. Nathan, two sons, Billy Darrell Elkins and Bruce Bill Elkins.
and two brothers, Frank Elkins and Russell Elkins, all of Murray:
three sisters, Mrs. Linda Ahart, Mrs. Polly Chadwick and Mrs.
Mildred Thorn, all of Dexter, six grandchildren; two great grandchildren.

A graveside service for Hal K. Kingins will
be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery. Dr. Wendell Ray will officiate. Joe Leonard Clay (LC.) Martin II
Pat James will give the eulogy.
The funeral for Leonard Clay (1...C.) Martin 11 will be today
Pallbearers will be Richard Dunn, Vernon (Tuesday) at 1 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church. 212
I
s146:41
,4 .
Gantt, Ron Pace, Keith Ross, Greg McReynolds Walnut St., Murray. The Rev. Joe Coleman will officiate.
111 and Harold McReynolds.
Pallbearers will be friends of the family. Burial will follow in the
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Hazel City Cemetery.
Home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Trinity Funeral Home of Paris. Tenn., is in charge of arrangeExpressions of sympathy may be made to ments.
Kingins
one's favorite charity in honor of Hal K.
Mr. Martin II, 72, North Cherry Street, Murray, died Friday. May
Kingins.
6, 2005, at the home of his daughter in Murray.
Mr. Kingins, 83, South 16th Street, Murray, died Saturday, May
A veteran of the United States Army, he was
7, 2005, at 9:27 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
of Baptist faith. Born March 7. 1933, in Hazel.
A Marine veteran of World War 11, he was a
he was the son of the late Leonard Clay Martin
Kentucky Colonel and a member of First Baptist
I and Mable Littleton Martin. One daughter.
Church. He worked 23 years as a city mail carriEmily Ann Sims Todd, also preceded him in
er and 20 years as post master at Murray State
death.
University. He was a 60-year member of Murray
Survivors inclade one daughter, Mrs. Gayle
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons and a Cochise McClure, Murray; two sons, Leonard Clay Martin 111
and
former teacher of the Dale Carnegie Classes.
Dwayne Martin, both of Hazel; one niece. Stephanie Payne.
Born Sept. 23, 1921, in Calloway County, he was the son of the Murray; special friend, Margaret
Hudson, Hazel; six grandchildren:
late Carl B. Kingins and Morefle Boyd Kingins.
15 great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Ross Kingins; one daughter, Mrs. Vicki Oliver and husband, George, and one son, Kent
Kingins and wife, Phyllis, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Bonnie Jacob Dale Worstell
The funeral for Jacob Dale Worstell will be today (Tuesday) at 3
Giffin and husband, John, Farmington Hills, Mich.; four grandchildren, Sarah Kutka, Palatine, III., and Carla Kingins, Ashley Kingins p.m. in the chapel of Memorial Funeral Home. Columbia, Mo. The
and Casey Morris, all of Murray; one great-grandchild, Austin Rev. Hartley Wright and the Rev. Les Cassill will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Memorial Park Cemetery.
Oliver. Murray.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 2 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Billy Bruce Elkins
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Columbia
A graveside service for Billy Bruce Elkins will be today
(Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at the Stewart Cemetery. The Rev. Kerry Regional Hospital N.I.C.U., do Memorial Funeral Home, 1217
Bus. 70 W., Columbia, Mo.,65202.
Lambert will officiate.
Master Worstell, infant son of Ted Jr. and Susan Norman
Pallbearers will be Shawn Wilkinson, Ross Elkins, Ernie
Worstell of Columbia, Mo., died Friday, May 6. 2005, at Columbia
Chadwick, B.J. Wells, Tyson Story and Kenny Thorn.
Regional Hospital, Columbia, Mo.
Visitation is now at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The baby was born April 30, 2005, in Columbia.
Mr. Elkins, 59, Murray, died Saturday, May 7, 2005, at 11:31
His parents are members of Cornerstone Baptist Church.
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his parents; his paternal grandparents, Ted Sr
His brother, Alvin Elkins, preceded him in death. Born Sept. 16,
1945, he was the son of the late Darrell Elkins and Susie Mathis and Jayne Worstell, Newburg, Mo.. and Janet Worstell.
Indianapolis, Ind.; maternal grandparents, Gene and Annette
Elkins.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bonita Pritchett and hus- Norman of Almo, Ky.

Bush says Georgia is an example of freedom to the world
By JENNIFER LOVEN
ing a message that echoes across
Associated Press Writer
the world: Freedom will be the
,
TBILISI, Georgia (AP) - future of every nation and every
President Bush, before a cheer- people on Earth.' Bush said in
ing crowd of tens of thousands speech from the Freedom
of people, said Tuesday that the Square that symbolizes the
former Soviet republic of city's democratic pursuits.
Georgia is proving to the world
"You gathered here armed
that determined people can rise with nothing but roses and the
up and claim their freedom from power of your convictions and
oppressive rulers.
you claimed your liberty. And
"Your courage is inspiring because you acted. Georgia is
democratic reformers and send- today both sovereign and free

and a beacon of liberty for this
region and the world."
In a line that appeared directed at Russian President Vladimir
Putin, Bush declined to support
the bid of two separatist regions
aligned with Moscow to gain
independence from Georgia.
"The sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Georgia must be
respected ... by all nations,"
Bush said.
Freedom Square is where
hundreds of thousands gathered
after the fall of the Soviet Union
in 1991 and again last year when
the protests ousted Eduard
Shevardnadze from office.
Bush spoke to a massive
crowd that filled the square known as Lenin Square during
Soviet rule - and spilled out
into the roads that feed into the
plaza. The buildings around the
square were freshly painted for
Bush's visit, the first from a U.S.
president, and hundreds of people dressed in red, white and
blue stood in a human formation

thir hest iitrrstritcw is

of the U.S. flag, with another trip on a high note.
freedom fighter."
group forming the red and white
Estimates of the crowd size
"You stood with us during
Georgian flag.
- in the square and the sur- our revolution and you stand
"When Georgians gathered rounding streets- varied wild- with us today," Saakashs ill said.
here 16 years ago, this square ly, from less than 100,000 to "On behalf of my nation I would
had a different name," Bush more than 300,000. Georgian like to say, 'Thank you.said. "Under Lenin's steely President Mikhail Saakashvili
Saakashvili was elected presgaze, thousands of Georgians said it was by far the largest ident in a landslide in January
prayed and sang and demanded gathering ever in the country, 2004 after leading mass street
their independence. The Soviet and it was certainly one of the protests against a fraudulent
army crushed that day of protest, largest Bush has ever addressed. election. Ukraine's Orange
but they could not crush the spirSaakashvili. who led the Revolution that forced the
it of the Georgian people."'
Rose Revolution in 2003 that defeat of a Moscow-backed canHe hoped the speech would overthrew a corrupt govern- didate followed last year. Then
balance his presence a day earli- ment, praised Bush as "a leader Kyrgyzsgtan saw a popular
er at a World War II victory cel- who has contributed as much to uprising this year against an
ebration in Moscow's Red the cause of freedom as any man authoritarian regime.
Square and close his four-nation of our time. ... We welcome a
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AP Photo

U.S. President George W. Bush delivers his speech on
Freedom square in downtown Tbilisi, Georgia today.
Bush said that the former Soviet republic of Georgia is
proving to the world that determined people can rise up
and claim their freedom from oppressive rulers.

NOW BUYING
Scrap Metal - Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
',Will pick up cars

KEY AUTO PARTS
Home of 25 Acres of Car & Truck Parts
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753•5562

ut
t is
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Mattel
0.00
McDonalds
-0.12
Merck
31 99- 0.21
Micrnsoft
24.94- 0.17
J.C. Pettey
-0.27
Pepsico, Inc.
CA -0.12
Pfizer. Inc-................27.82 • 0.15
Regions Financial
33 37 - 034
Sclier1ng-Ptougli---211.43.0.05
Sears Holding Corp -.143.95 • 1.92
Time Warner
-0.14
US Bancorp
/11 36 - 0.24
UST
Ai 35 &%
45 ellPoint
6.41
Wal-Mart --ASA-0.45
Court Sawn*, Murray, KY 411071
270-753-3366 • 800-444-11184
Hour BOO a.m.-5.700 p.m M-F

Frames & Lenses 25% Off

HILLIARD La%

Morst Present Coupon • No Other Discounts Apply
Urpires 5/31195)

lift HILLIARD, XL LYONS. INC.
mostwo mg me moms now

Eyecare Specialties
30S S. 12th St.• 759-2500

liF,PORT

Dow Jones lad. Avg. -11.326.11- 5734
Air Products....------59.27 - 0.48
AT&T
• 0.02
BB&T
- 034
Bell South --------26.12 I.08
Briggs & Stratton._.....34.11 - 0.20
Bristol Myers Squibb -25.59 .0,35
Caterpillar
89.61 - 0.67
('hel Ion Texaco Corp -53.26 • 0.19
Daimler Chrysler --.39.88 - 031
Dean Foods ........... 37.51 + 0.11
Exxon-Mobil
5735.0.46
Ford Motor
988 • 0.07
General Electric
36.06 - 0.17
General Motors.-.-31.60 + 0.27
GbutoSmitliKline ADR 50.14. 0.77
Goodrich
41.88 - 031
Goodyear .............-13.22 • 0.09
HopFed Bank' -16.36s 16.404
1 B M .-...............
7431 • 0.47
Intel .........
24.77 • 0.03

Or. Kink IL Min

44 S. 9th St. • Mayfield, Ky
1-800-745-0732

We bill for you ... Medicare,
Major Medical, Workman's Comp..,
Supplemental Insurance.

270-247-3232 or 247-3233
"Dedicated to prompt, friendly
service for over 65 years."
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COMMUNITY
BirthAnnouncements
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Four Rivers Music Friends
will be at Glory Bound

Engagement

Emma Grace Ridgley

Four Rivers Music Friends will be the
featured group at Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Weaks Community Center. This visiting
group meets each first and third Sunday
at the annex of Calloway Public Library.
This weekly event is sponsored by Goshen
United Methodist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge. Items for
Need Line will be taken.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
By Jo Burkeen
Jill Alton at 753-1592.
Community
Editor

Robyn and Martin Ridgley
of Lexington are the parents
of a daughter, Emma Grace
Ridgley, born on Wednesday,
March 9, 2005, at the University of Kentucky Medical Center.
The baby weighed 5 pounds
12 ounces and measured 18
1/2 inches. A brother is Ethan,
Grandparents are Terry and
Jane Ridgley of Airport Road,
Murray, and Bobby and Loretta Meador of New Concord.
Great-grandparents are Bill
and Mary Lou Ridgley of
Robinson, Ill., Rose Watts of
Cherokee. Ark., and Florence
Meador of Murray.

Jo's
Datebook

Delta Department will meet

Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet.
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the club house. The scheduled program is "Can You Remember Memory?" by Lori Harris Ph.D,_
assistant professor of psychology at Murray State University._
Hostesses will be Martha Joiner, Betty Brockman and Carol
Snyder.

Emma Grace Ridgley

Issac Nicholas Chambers

North plans academic team tryouts

Tim Chambers and Nikki Sanderson Seay of Mayfield are
the parents of a son, Issac Nicholas Chambers, born on Saturday. April 30, 2005, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 4 ounces and measured 20
inches. One sister is Brookelyn Chambers and three brothers
are Dalton Seay, Ethan Seay and Tyson Chambers.
Grandparents are Glenn and Brenda West and David and
Michalle Sanderson, all of Mayfield, Mike Edwards and Brenda Moffitt of Tr -City, and Larry and Brenda Sanderson and
Maxine Holshouser, all of Mayfield.

Mother's Day at MES

Photo provided

Several classrooms at Murray Elemetary honored
mothers, gr.
andmothers and special ladies with
Mother's Day brunches. Students enjoyed sharing the
time while having fruit, donuts and juice. Pictured
enjoying the brunch are (left to right) Debbie Miller,
grandmother; Kate Adams, P1 student, Ms. Dana
Henry's classroom; and Jill Adams, mother of Adams
and daughter of Miller.

This Year Git,e Mom What She Really Wants —
A Gift Certificate from

7 TIE

ESSENTIAL DAY 5PA

Treat Yourself to our services:
Hair Care • Facials • Sugaring • Nail Can
• Aromatherapy • Message Therapy
• Magic Tan

AVEDA
Concept Sa,on

1.107

Bhd.• Nitirri •i279i767-0764)

:
• CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED!:
•
• We Also Offer *Latest Pick-Up-In-Town — Some Day Shipping •
•
•

North Elementary School will hold tryouts for the 20052006 academic team .on Wednesday from 3:15 to 4 p.m. Tryouts are open to all students who will be in either fourth or
fifth grade during the 2005-2006. An student planning to tryout must have a permission form signed by a parent/guardian
prior to tryouts. These forms can be picked up at North Elementary. For more information contact Susan Earheart or Vicki
Pierce at 762-7335.

Northcutt and Pingel
Winnie Rivinius and Ron Northcutt of Farmington, Calif.,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lindy Northcutt, to Daren Pingel, son of Carol Miller and
Gerald Pingel of Perryville, Mo.
Miss Northcutt is the granddaughter of Jack and Henny
Kroon of Farmington and of Ralph and Billie Northcutt of
Escalon. Calif.
Mr. Pingel is the grandson of the late Cecil and Mary Miller
of Biehle. Mo., and the late Gilbert and Irma Pingel of Perryville, Mo.
The bride-elect, a 1998 graduate of Escalon High School. is
a 2003 graduate of Murray State University. She is selfemployed as a horse trainer and is head volley ball coach at
Murray High School.
The groom-elect, a 1993 graduate of Perryville High School
and 1995 graduate of Jefferson College, is a 1999 graduate of
Murray State University. He is employed by Pilgrims Pride
Corporation.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 21, 2005. at 3 p.m
at the Murray Woman's Club House. Murray.

Crouch speaker at
March Zeta meeting
Cheryl Crouch, speech
pathologist at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, presented a
program on "Stroke and Head
Injuries" at the March meeting of the Zeta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
The thought for the day was
by Dorothy Terry who played
a piano solo.
Hostesses were Frances
Matarazzo, Maurine Hopson
and Janet Kirk.
The next meeting will be a
luncheon on Thursday at noon
at the dub house with Dorothy
Terry, Betty Vinson and Cathryn
Garrott as hostesses.
A style show will be presented by D.K. Kelly and the
thought for the day will be by
Nancy McMinn.

Inhaling the fumes of
office, school and
household products
is so popular, nearly
one in five kids has
tried it by eighth
grade. And anytime
the toxic chemicals
in these products are
"huffed,- they can
kill. Educate your
kids about inhalant
use, before they learn
on their own.
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Calloway Comity Maim
ftelevate MOM PrilINIMOR

National Inhalant
Prevention Coalition
1-270-762-7332
1-800-269-4237

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media cen-*:
ter. All interested persons are invited.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media.
center. All interested persons are invited.

Grief Recovery Group will meet
Grief Recovery Group will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in
the annex of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
information call MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

Parent involvement meeting Thursday
The Murray Middle School Title 1 Team will host the
annual parent involvement meeting on Thursday from 5:30 to
6:45 p.m. in the third floor art room at MMS. Following the
meeting, several door prizes will be given and supper will be
provided. All Title 1 parents and family members have been
invited to attend. For more information contact Vicky Dunlap,
Title 1 teacher at MMS at 753-5125

Tanner Cox promotion Wednesday
Sirloin Stockade will donate 10 percent of its receipts turned
in to the cashier for the Tanner Cox fund on Wednesday. Tanner is a vibrant 10-year-old with brain cancer. The fund has
been set up to cover medical expenses. For more information
call Devry Hughes at 1-270-226-9228.

Lions Club plans annual sale
Murray Lions Club will have its annual light bulb and
broom sale today. Lions will be going door to door with
bulbs, brooms and mops for sale. Items will also be available
from 5 to 7:30 p.m. today at Murray Lumber Yard. All proceeds will go toward local Lions' projects.

Center plans fundraising dance
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar St.,
will hold a fundraising dance for adults tonight from 6:30 to.
9:30 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. A live DJ will
provide music and entertainment. Admission is $4 in advance
and $5 at the door. Proceeds will benefit the center. For more:
information call 753-0929.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Cheryl Crouch

MHS Class plans reunion

•
For Packages Received By 6 p.m. • In-Store Packing
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CCHS Council will meet

1955 is jointly sponsoring the
establishment of the Fred T.
Schultz Scholarship
Fund
through Murray State University. Persons may send their
tax deductible contributions to
MSU Office of Development,
attn: Jennie Rottinghaus, 106
Development & Alumni Affairs
Center, Murray, KY 42071.

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet:
today at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway,
County Hospital. Bob Head, caregiver, will discuss "One Caregiver's Experience." For more information call Cindy Ragsdale LSW at 762-1108.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital wilt*,
offer glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks,
on Tuesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at Wingo Town Square and'
from 1 to 3 p.m. at Burton's Gas Station, Lynnville.

Al-Anon meeting is tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Singles will meet tonight
<41
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
-Os
annex of Calloway Public Library. Plans for the Singles Spring
ARPET3 Dance at Kenlake State Park Pavilion for May 21 will be disThis is open to all singles. For information call Vicky
"1,4174/Sim 74Om Poo" cussed.
at 753-3128; Laverne at 753-0181 or Jackie at 1-270-247WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION

7754.

'Free In-Home Estimates
'Financing Available
"Window Blinds
'Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Civarantee
'All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

CALL CONNIE PACE FOFI YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office- (866)936-6600
Cell: 1270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I-.
877-447-2004.
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Murray Rotarians support tsunami relief
The Rotary Club of Murray
and its members provided funding for two Shelter Boxes that
have been sent to the tsunami
ravaged coastal area of
Indonesia. With countless thousands dead and nearly 5 million
made homeless by the devastating earthquakes and tidal waves
that struck the area since late
December, humanitarian aid
enclosed in a box is bringing
shelter, security and hope to
thousands in the effected areas.
The Murray Shelter Boxes
are part of a 6300-box shipment
sent to provide temporary housing for more than 63,000 people
in the tsunami-effected region.
The Boxes remain the property
of the recipients and are often
used 6 months or more, until
restoration of their normal housing is completed. The first shipment of 250 Shelter boxes
arrived in Sri Lanka within five
days of the disaster, allowing
families to remain together during this most difficult time. Due
to the world-wide need for
Shelter Boxes, it is not possible
for donors to designate the destination of "their" Box. Relief is
sent where the need is greatest.
The unique Shelter Box, a
grass roots humanitarian project
of Rotary International, is
designed to provide long-term
shelter to victims displaced by
natural and man-made disasters.
Each durable and multi-func-

tional Shelter Box contains the
means to provide shelter,
warmth and survival tools for 10
people, including a 3-room
10x20 tent, 10 sleeping bags,
water purification tablets, water
containers, tools, cooking
stove/utensils/containers, flash
lights, rain gear, and other useful
items. Shelter Boxes are assembled by the Shelter Box Trust in
Helston,
Cornwall,
UK.
Founded by the Rotary Club of
Helston-Lizard, Shelter Box
Trust is assisted with distribution by the worldwide network
of Rotarians ensuring that critical shelter arrives for victims in
any geographic area.
The $900 (US) delivered
cost of a Shelter Box is provided
by the tax-deductible contributions of sponsors such as service
organizations, school groups,
and individuals. In turn, each
sponsor is assigned an individual Box's ID # and is acknowledged on a Box enclosure card.
Sponsors can then trace the status and eventual destination of
'their' Box on the Shelter Box
USA Web site: www.shelterboxusa.org. For more information contact Shelter Box USA,
941-358-7676
or
e-mail
info@shelterboxusa.org.
As the brain-child of British
Rotarian and retired Royal Navy
officer, Tom Henderson, the
grassroots Shelter Box program
has quickly spread throughout

the Rotary Club world network
with Notional affiliates now
established in the US, Australia,
Japan, and Canada. Nearly 8500
Shelter Boxes have been distributed since 2001 to such locations as Granada, India,
Pakistan, Afghanistan, and various African countries, providing
accommodations and assistance
for approximately 85,000 people. One hundred Shelter Boxes
were included in the first shipments of international aid delivered to Granada after the assault
of Hurricane Charlie.
Based on the perception that
natural disasters such as earthquakes and their devastating
effects are inevitably unavoidable, Shelter Boxes were
designed to be a practical and
effective tool for disaster preparedness. In such an emergency, local and international
relief agencies react with initial
aid and assistance to relieve the
immediate suffering and hardships with food and medicine.
However, effective long-term
emergency shelter is often sorely lacking, especially in the
many months of massive reconstruction that face the displaced
and vulnerable. The delivery of
10's to 100's of Shelter Boxes
can make living conditions more
tolerable for communities of
people affected by the whims of
nature or the horrors of war.

Farmstead where some believe Daniel Boone buried up for sale
MARTHASVILLE,
Mo. upset that the famous pioneer's
(AP)— For sale: Portion of his- remains were being claimed by a
toric farmstead. Asking price: state that had issued an arrest
$1.2 Million. May or may not be warrant against him for nonpayburial place of storied explorer.
ment of debts — so while Bryan
No one disputes that Daniel agreed to the relocation, he had
Boone and his wife. Rebecca, a slave lead the Frankfort offiwere buried on the Bryan farm, cials to the wrong grave.
near the Missouri River west of
In 1983, an article in
St. Louis. The 32-acre tract that National Geographic magazine
is now on the market includes reported that a forensic anthrothe original brick farmhouse and pologist had measured a plaster
the Bryan family cemetery, just cast of the skull buried in
across the road.
Kentucky and concluded that it
But in 1845, 20 years after had belonged to a black man.
Daniel Boone's death, the couple's remains were supposedly
taken to Frankfort, Ky., and
reburied there.
Some believe, though, that
another man's bones — not
Daniel Boone's — were
West dealer.
exhumed instead, the result of Both sides
vulnerable.
deliberate misdirection by the
NORTH
farm's owner and Rebecca
4 A7 5 3
•6 4
Boone's cousin, David Bryan.
•7 5 3 2
Bryan, they believe, was

No DNA tests have ever been
performed to settle the controversy. But Grace Stenune, who
now owns the farm, is among
those who believe Boone is still
buried there.
So did her late husband,
Walter, who died in 2003 — 50
years after the couple bought the
farmstead. "My husband never
would let anyone dig around in
that graveyard," Grace Stemme
said. "He figured Boone was
always trying to find some peace
and quiet."
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Beltone of Murray
HEARING TESTS SET FOR SENIORS
At Our Convenient Location

4 DAYS ONLY...
Tues., Wed.,Thurs., Fri. May 10th,11th,12th,13th)
Free electronic hearing tests will be given on Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
at Beltone of Murray, located at 1311 Johnson.
A factory-trained hearing aid specialist will be available to give
these free tests.
The tests have been arranged for anyone who suspects they
are losing their hearing. Such persons generally say they can
hear but cannot understand words. Testing with the latest computerized electronic equipment will indicate whether you can be
helped.
Everyone, especially those over 50, should have an electronic
hearing test at least once a year. If there is a hearing problem,
a free electronic hearing test may reveal that newly developed
methods of correction will help, even for those who have been
told in the past that a hearing aid would not help them.
Beltone's electronic hearing test has just been improved! Using
a technique called "Loudness Growth Profiling," we'll develop
your own personal comfort profile. This new technique, along
with Beltone's exclusive computerized fitting system, helps
assure your hearing comfort.
HEARING LOSS OR
JUST EARWAX BUILDUP?,

Many styles of the
latest digital &
programmable
hearing instruments.

AS PART OF OUR FREE HEARING TEST,
COME IN FOR A FREE VIDEO OTOSCOPIC EAR CANAL PlISPECTION.

Contract Bridge

Spectacular but Reasonable

4852

Country
star, Oscar
winner wed
CRUZ BAY, U.S. Virgin
Islands (AP) — Bridget Jones
has finally tied the knot.
Actress
Renee
Zellweger,
who played
the lovelorn
Brit
in
"Bridget
Jones's
Diary," was
married
Monday to
Zellweger country
music star
Kenny
Chesney in a
small ceremony on the
Caribbean
island of St.
John in the
U.S. Virgin
Islands.
The cereChesney
mony took
place
in
front of close friends and family,
Los Angeles-based publicist
Nanci Ryder said in a statement.
It is the first marriage for both.
The bride wore a dress
designed by Carolina Herrera,
she added.
Chesney, 37, grew up in east
Tennessee and now lives on the
island of St. John, while
Zellweger, who turned 36 two
weeks ago, is from Katy, Texas.
The couple met at the
Concert of Hope tsunami relief
benefit Jan. 15, where Chesney
was singing and Zellweger was
answering telephones, the syndicated television news magazine
"The Insider" reported.
Zellweger won a best supporting actress Oscar for "Cold
Mountain." She was nominated
for Oscars for her work in
"Chicago" and "Bridget Jones's
Diary."
Chesney currently has two
albums on Billboard's top 10
country albums chart, and his
single "Anything But Mine" is
No. 6 on the magazine's hot
country songs list.
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The bidding:
'West
North
East
South
Pass
Pass
Pass
1 II
Dble
Pass
2
Dble
Pass
2•
Pass
4 Ill
Opening lead -- queen of diamonds.
Card-reading is the most important single faculty required of a
declarer. This is as it should be,
because after all, once the location of
the unseen 26 cards is known, it is
seldom difficult to achieve the best
result possible.
Take this case where South gets to
four hearts and West leads a dia-

mond. Declarer wins with the ace
and plays the king of hearts. which
East takes with the ace. East returns
a diamond to the king, and South
must now watch his step or he will
go down one.
His proper play is to cross to
dummy with a spade, lead a heart
and finesse the nine! If he does, he
makes the contract; if he doesn't, he
fails.
It is granted that the second-round
heart finesse has all the earmarks of
being based on a peek at the EastWest hands. A more normal play
would be to cash the queen of hearts
on the assumption that the trumps are
divided 3-2. But in this hand all signs
point to a 4-1 trump division, and the
finesse is therefore the indicated
play. Let's see why.
West passed originally and then
doubled one heart. At trick two, East
showed up with the ace of hearts,
leaving West with at most 11 highcard points for his double. West
could scarcely double with II aceless points unless he had either a singleton or a void in hearts, and on this
basis, declarer should assume that a
trump finesse against the ten is very
likely to succeed.

BATTERIES

1/2 Off
Limit 2packs per person.
Valid Thru 5/16/05

Seeing...is Believing
Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday & Friday
y 10, 11, 12 & 13)
9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

OUR STAFF HAS OVER 100 YEARS
COMBINED EXPERIENCE IN
MEETING HEARING NEEDS!

To Reduce Waiting Time, Call 270-7519558
or Call Toll Free 866-773-4327

Beltone of Murray

Beltone®

Safe Driver Discount

LISTEN, AGAIN.
Serving You Since 1942
Benefits of hearing aids vary by type and degree of hearing loss, noise
environment, accuracy of hearing evaluation and proper fit.

Murray Hearing Aid Center
1311 Johnson
270-753-9558
Call Toll Free 866-773-4327
}

Now your concern for them
can save you money
There is nothing more important than the safety of your loved
ones. A safe driver discount from Shelter is just a little extra
incentive.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Be1tone®
,..
,..
...1 '1,000 OFF ...
I1
List Price
1

Mark Your Calendar
And Visit Us

1
1 Good on the purchase of i
1
1i any Beltone digital hearing :
Ii system. Save $500 on a :
single instrument.
11
II
1 1
1 --------.
eltone® i

i

.....-B

1 Not
good with any other otter. :
1
1
Valid Thru 5/16/05
I
We Accept

www.shelierinsurorce.com

Seek Shelter Today,
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Tues., Wed., Thurs.
& Fri.
(May 10th, 11th,
12th & 13th)
9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
1311 Johnson
Murray, KY
270-753-9558
Toll Free
866-773-4327
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The Oldest And Most Trusted Name In Hearing.
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KESPT presents rAolanlialflekk
chance to build
children's funds

JOHN WRIGHTtedger & Times photo

With her xylophone mallets properly decorated and sitting to the
side. North Calloway Elementary School first grader Emily
Gallimore raises her hands to participate in a visual piece of
'Somewhere Over the Rainbow" during Friday afternoon's presentation of "Planting a Rainbow that involved the NCES first
graders and kindergarten students.

Photo provided

Clark Mosely, P2 student in Shannon Chiles classroom at Murray
Elementary School. loves learning about bridges. The Easter
Bunny left a bridge kit in Clark's basket and when he completed
the bridge kit he brought it to share with his classmates. He also
brought a book about bridges. SQ that other students could share
in his hobby.

Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Parents and
grandparents who wish to save for their
children's college education are encouraged to invest this year's tax refund in a
Kentucky EdUcation Savings Plan Trust
(KESPT) account, Kentucky's statesponsored 529 college savings plan.
"Opening a KESPT account and making regular contributions is one of the
most important investments that parents
and grandparents can make," said Dr. Joe
L. McCormick, executive director of the
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority (KHEAA). "Using the tax
refund is a tremendous opportunity for
families to make an investment in a
child's education and future!"
KESPT is a state-sponsored. tax-advantaged 529 college savings plan administered by KHEAA. The plan was created
by the 1988 Kentucky General Assembly
to help families save for their children's
higher education. An account can be used
to pay any qualified higher education
expense, including tuition, fees, supplies,
books, and equipment required for
enrollment and some room and board
costs. KESPT is managed by TIAACREF, a national financial services
organization.
Last year was a tremendous year for the
plan, with assets soaring to just under
$60 million-an increase of 32 percent
over the previous year. The average
account balance also grew substantially
over the past year and now exceeds
$7,100; the total number of KESPT
accounts swelled to over 8,300-up 11
percent.
Popular plan features include:
• Federal and Kentucky state income tax
advantages-Contributions to a KESPT
account grow free from federal and
Kentucky income taxes.
• Tax-free withdrawals-Withdrawals
used for qualified expenses, including
tuition, room and board, are free of both
federal and Kentucky income taxe4.• Flexibility-The ability to use funds at
any of Kentucky's higher education institutions and at colleges throughout the
United States.
• Low expenses-An annual asset-based
management fee of 0.80 percent is used
to cover the cost of investment management and administrative services.
• Investment options-KESPT offers
three investment choices: Managed
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will
students
kindergarten
Academy
These Eastwood Christian
among the actors in the presentation of "Patch the Pirate Goes to the'.
Jungle," which will be conducted as part of their graduation exercisl
es Friday at 7 p.m. Shown are: (seated) Morgan Mordock; Morga
McWherter and Dustin Guidry. Middle: Lindsey Rivas; Marisa Todd
and Claire Layne. Back: Joseph Frederick; Kristen Mercer and
Cheyenne Burris.
growth."Features like access through employers, online enrollment, and online
account access have added to the prograin's popularity," added Palmer.
KHEAA is the state agency that administers grants, scholarships, work-study
and low-cost loan programs to help
Kentuckians pay college expenses.
KESFT's Web site wwwlysaves.com
provides complete information and
online enrollment. Information and
applications can also be obtained through
the customer service center, toll free at 1877-598-7878.

Allocation Option, 100 percent Equity
Option and a Guaranteed Option.
• There are no income or residency
restrictions on who can open an account.
higher education costs continue to
rise, it is increasingly important that
Kentucky families start saving by opening a KESPT account," said Sherry
Thomas Palmer of TIAA-CREF Tuition
Financing Inc., Program Manager for
KESPT. "By starting to save for college
early, families can take advantage of the
compounding effect of time on their
investment, while at the same time benefiting from federal and Kentucky tax-free
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Murray Elementary students enjoyed a night filled
with fun western activities during Spring Swing
recently. Families enjoyed activities such as tossing
bean bags into cowboy hats, face painting, ring toss.
and every stuaent performed for family and friends
during the evening. Shown are twin sisters Bethany
and Sydney Vogt, both P3 students.
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County
Calloway
Middle School sixth
grader Justin Downs
his
way
makes
under a hurdle that
the
was
among
many barriers facing.
participants in an.
obstacle course heat
during Friday's Field
Day at the campus.
This was part of a
variety of activities
that gave students
and faculty members
• alike the chance to
unwind in the wake
of the recent CATS :
testing period.
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Still pcoviding unique items at a
fair price and having fun doing it.

00
$5

each
School Tax Exempt
'Have To Order Minimum of
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
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Only Valid For Local Public Schools

RED BARN
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GIFT SHOPPE

Hwy.94 West • 435-4770
Open Mon.- Sat., 10 a.m. - S p.m.• Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
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Celebrating Our
Fifth Year!

Order a Pizza From Us!
i DAY SCHOOL SPECIAL!!
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ST. LOUIS 4.LOS ANGELES 2

Mulder, Cardinals mow down Dodgers
ST. LOUIS (AP) — OdaIts Perez has and five hits in seven innings
to win his
"I think he did the best job of using
to be Albert Pujols' favorite pitcher. Any fifth straight start. In the
opener of a the inside part of the plate that he's done
team Mark Mulder faces these days is four-game series between
division lead- in any of his games so far, and I think
his favorite.
ers, the former Oakland Athletic struck that made a big difference," pitching coach
Pujols drove in four runs with two out the side around two singles
in the Dave Duncan said. "I hate to say it, but
homers off Perez, giving him four long seventh, his final inning.
it seems like he does something better
balls against the left-hander in 12 at-bats,
"In the past I've had days like this each time he goes out there."
and Mulder tied his career best with 12 every so often," Mulder said.
"They're
Mark Grudzielanek had two hits and
strikeouts in the St. Louis Cardinals' 4- not very often. I feel good
out there, I'm David Eckstein extended his hitting streak
2 victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers throwing strikes and getting
ahead, and to 10 games for the Cardinals, who have
on Monday night.
for any pitcher you need to do that."
beaten the Dodgers six straight times at
"Some guys you probably won't be
Mulder (5-1) struck out 12 for the home counting last year's first-round playable to get a hit, some guys you're going third time, the first since Sept.
17, 2002, off series.
to hit it well," Pujols said. "Still, he's a against Anaheim. After a shaky
first two
Pujols hit a solo homer in the first
great pitcher. I think he threw a good starts with his new team,
he has a 1.14 into the visitors' bullpen beyond the leftgame besides making a couple of mis- ERA in his last five outings.
He allowed field wall and hit a 3-2 hanging curvetakes on me."
his only run on Cesar Izturis' two-out, ball from Perez (4-3) for a three-run
shot
Mulder, the ace the Cardinals lacked RBI double in the fifth, which stopped
in the fifth, putting the Cardinals ahead
in the playoffs last year, allowed a run an 0-for-12 skid.
4-1.

Pannunzio
reinstated by
Murray State
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State head football
coach Joe Pannunzio was reinstated this morning by athletics director Allen Ward.
The sixthyear Racer
coach was
put on paid
administrative leave by
the university after junior running
back
Ron
Lane
and
former MSU
player Terrence Biggers were charged with
trafficking marijuana within
1,000 yards of a school and
possession of drug paraphernalia. The charges are enhanced
with possession of firearms.
The two were arrested at their
201 College Courts apartment
on April 28 after consenting
to a search of the residence.
Murray State University Police
found bags of marijuana pack-

AP Photc.,

St. Louis pitcher Mark Mulder throws in the second
Inning against the Los Angeles Dodgers Monday at
Busch Stadium in St. Louis. Mulder pitched seven
strong innings, striking out 12, for his fifth victory of
the season as the Cardinals beat the Dodgers 4-2.

Aiming For Gold

aged for sale, according to their
arrest citations. Three handguns and cash were also found
in the apartment.
Lane, 22, of Bradenton, Fla.,
was suspended following his
arrest. He and Biggers, 22, of
Mayfield, are banned from campus. The two appeared in Calloway District Court last Thursday and waived their case to
the grand jury.
The grand jury meets May
23.
In a statement faxed to the
media last week, Pannunzio
called the incident "very unfortunate" and vowed to work
with the school to "see this
situation to a positive outcome."
"My main concern right now
is for our team to continue the
path we have laid out for
them." he said. "I know that
the character of the entire football family is not an indication of a former student-athlete nor the student-athlete in
question and the mistakes they
have made."

Calloway catches Comets
by the tail in 11-1 victory
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Lakers' bats are beginning to heat
up again.
After struggling with its
offensive production in three
Fourth District games over the
last two weeks, Calloway has
scored 20 runs in its last two
games — the latest being an
11-1, five-inning rout of Carlisle
County on Monday at Laker
Field.
The Lakers (18-4) pounded
Carlisle pitching for 10 hits
and scored at least one run in
every inning to force the 10run mercy rule. CCHS also
took advantage of five Comet
errors — all of which came
in the first two innings.
- "They made three errors in
--the first inning and two in the
$econd inning, and then they
settled down," said Calloway
bead coach Steve Smith of the
romets. "Then, we started hitaing the ball really well. We
.4ot good production spread
;throughout our lineup."
Junior Josh Streetman led
•the way for the Lakers at the
:plate, going 3-for-3 with an RBI.

Junior first baseman Pete Thackston was 2-for-3 with an RBI,
ripping both a double and a
triple. Junior shortstop Taylor
Thieke was 2-for-4 with an
RBI.
That was more than enough
offense for senior starter
Michael Birdsong (3-0). who
allowed the Comets just one
run .on one hit while striking
out four and walking one in
going the distance.
"The last couple of times
he pitched, he left the ball up
in the strike zone," noted Smith
of Birdsong. "But we saw the
Michael of old (Monday). He
was keeping the ball down and
changing speeds really well."
The Lakers now face a critical Fourth District contest
today at Marshall County, which
defeated CCHS 2-0 last week
at Laker Field.
With a victory, the Lakers
would force a three-way tie
with the Marshals and Murray
High atop the district standings. A loss would knock Calloway out of contention for
the No. 1 seed in the district
tournament and would force a
coin flip between the Tigers
and Marshals for the top spot.
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Calloway County's Bill Leslie will be the only returning member of the American
team that will compete
in the Federation of International Target Archers 3-D World Championship in Italy.

Calloway County man to make second
straight 3-D World Championship
appearance later this month
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Calloway County's Bill
Leslie believes all people have
one special talent inside them
that enable them to do it better than anybody else.
His is archery, which has
given him the chance to do
something only a chosen few
can in their lifetime...represent their country.
"I put my pants on one
leg at a time just like everybody else. This just happens
to be my thing, though." said
Leslie, who will make his second straight appearance in the
Federation of International Target Archers 3-D World Championship later this month in
Genoa, Italy, just two years
after he used his special gift
to supply the winning shot
for the United States in France.
That came from 40 yards away
with the U.S. down to its last

attempt in difficult shooting
conditions.
"Pretty much, after that,
any shot I make from this
point is easy," said Leslie,
explaining that while that shot
may have been the most clutch
shot of his career, to him, it
actually falls short of being
his best effort. "The best shot
I've ever made was in our
world finals last year when I
Robin Hooded a guy. He had
just made a great shot right
in the bull's eye, so I told
him, 'Alright, you know what
I'm fixing to do? I'm fixing
to bust your knock (the feathered end of an arrow) and I
did,(splitting it down the middle).
"That was all good-natured,
but that still was quite a shot."
Anybody on the six-member U.S. team has to be more
than "quite a shot." Only the
top two finishers for the Inter-

FILE PHOTO

BM Leslie hopes to return from Italy with a gold
medal, similar to this one he claimed as part of the
American team at the 3-D World Championship in
France two years ago.
national Bowhunting OrganiThat is different from two
zation season in the divisions years ago when only one comof Recurve. Compound and, petitor from each division went
Leslie's specialty, Longbow to France. Leslie, who also
(which includes no mechani- served as the Americans' capcal additions) are eligible to tain for that event, will be
compete in the world cham- the only returning member of
pionship.

•See LESLIE Page 2B

Hilltopper guard dies in pickup game
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Michael Birdsong moved to 3-0 on the season, allowing one run on one hit to Carlisle County Monday.

BOWLING GREEN. Ky.(AP) — Western Kentucky basketball player Danny
Rumph collapsed and died during a pickup game in his hometown of Philadelphia.
The 21-year-old junior guard was visiting his family when he died Sunday.
The school had no other information about
his death.
Western Kentucky coach Damn Horn
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received a call from the family early
Monday and flew to Philadelphia.
"Danny was loved and respected by
not only everyone in the basketball program, but by many people in the Western community." Horn said.
The 6-foot-2 Rumph started 29 of 31
games last season, averaging nine points
and three assists.
Before playing at Western Kentucky,

Rumph played for two seasons at Parkway High School and Maine Central Insti
tute, a prep-school powerhouse in Pittsfield, Me.
Matt McGuire, who coached Rumph
for a season at Parkway. described him
as "quiet."
"He was real soft-spoken," McGuire
said. "Yet he was very much a natural
leader."
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Kickin' it in Lexington
Sponsored By:

laversteck
Insurance Agency

glade Ilisto
ineuranos

Nobody can protect your AUTQ
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

Van Haverstock
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Adam Heskett was 2-for-4
at the plate with two RBI
in the Tigers' win Monday.

The West Kentucky Premiere soccer team captured the Kentucky Lakes tournament championship last weekend for its second straight tournament win. The
U18 girls' squad also won the Southern Kentucky tournament on May 1. The
team will compete in the State Cup next week in Lexington. Team members
pictured include (front row, from left) Daron Web, Rachel Caksakker, Brittany
Ross, Liz Block, Whitney Shultz, Kayla Jones, Lauren Clemson, Maura Hughes, (back row) Tara Isbell, Haley White, Alex Brown. Caitlyn Hughes, Mallorie
Esterline, Whitney Valdez and Vallerie Milligan.

'Tigers beat
Mayfield
9-2 Monday

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
20 12.625
Atlanta
17 12.586 11/2
Florida
2
18 14.563
Washington
18 15.545 21/2
New York
15 18.455 5 1/2
Philadelphia
Central Division
W L Pct GB
20 11.845
St. Louis
5
15 16.484
Milwaukee
7
13 18.419
Chicago
7
13 18.419
Pittsburgh
8
12 19.387
Houston
9
11 20.355
Cincinnati
West Division
GB
Pct
L
W
19 12.613
Los Angeles
2
18 15.545
Anzona
2
18 15.545
San Diego
3
16 15.516
San Francisco
10
8 21.276
Colorado

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pet 08
W
21 10.677
Baltimore
2 1/2
13.594
19
Boston
5
16.515
17
Toronto
8
14 19.424
New York
10
12 21.364
Tampa Bay

Contra! Division
L ee
W
Chicago
Minnesota
Detroit
Cleveland
Kansas City

west
Los Angeles
Texas
Oakland
Seattle

GB
24 8.750
19 12.613 4 1/2
15 18.484 81/2
13 18.419101/2
16
8 24.250
Division
L Pct GB
W
18 14.583 17 16.515 1 1/2
4
14 18.438
5
13 19.406

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Monday's Games
Boston 13. Oakland 5
Three Murray High players
N Y. Yankees 4, Seattle 3
Monday's Games
had two hits apiece as the
Baltimore 3, Minnesota 0
Houston 2, Florida 1
Toronto 6, Kansas City 1
Tigers pounded visiting MaySan Diego 6, Cincinnati 5 13 innings
Tampa Bay 4, Chicago White Sox 2
N.Y. Mets 7, Chicago Cubs 4
field 9-2 in prep baseball action
Detroit 2. Texas 0
Philadelphia 4, Milwaukee 2
Monday at Ty Holland StadiCleveland 3, L.A. Angels 0
St Louis 4, L.A. Dodgers 2
Tuesday's Games
um.
Colorado 7, Atlanta 6
AUBURN HILLS. Mich.
Oakland (Saarloos 1-2) at Boston
Washington 4. Anzona 3
the
put
(13-10)
Tigers
The
(Arroyo 4-0), 605 p m
San Francisco 2 Pittsburgh 1
(AP)- Ben Wallace swooped
first run of the game on the
Seattle (Sale 2-31 at N.Y. Yankees
Tuesday's Games
across the lane for a hook. shot,
(Wang 0.1), 6:05 p.m
Houston (Backe 2-2) at Florida
first
the
of
bottom
the
in
board
scored on a drop-step move,
Minnesota (Radke 3-3) at Baltimore
(Moehler 1-1), 6:05 p.m
inning on a Bradley Cobb sin(Bedard 3-1). 6:05 p.m.
San Diego (Lawrence 2-3) at Cincinnati
flicked in a finger roll and
gle and broke a 1-1 tie in the
Kansas City (Greinke 0-3) at Toronto
(Claussen 1-3), 6:10 p.m.
made a fadeaway jumper.
(Halladay 4-2), 607 p m.
N.Y Mets (Benson 0-0) at Chicago
third with three runs on three
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 1-0) at
Rick Carlisle probably couldCubs (Maddux 1-1), 7:05 p.m.
hits and a Cardinal error.
Tampa Bay (Hendrickson 1-1). 6115
Philadelphia (Padilla 0-4) at Milwaukee
n't believe what he was seep.m.
(Glover 2-1), 7-05 p.m.
Zach Baker and Adam Hesing.
Detroit (J.Johnson 2-2) at Texas (Park
LA Dodgers (Enckson 1-3) at St Louis
kett singled home runs in the
7.05 p.m.
3-1).
(Moms 2-0), 7'10 p.m.
The NBA's Defensive Playframe. Baker later scored on
Cleveland (Sabatha 2-1) at L.A. Angels
Atlanta (Thomson 3-2) at Colorado
told
was
who
Year.
er of the
(Byrd 2-3), 9:05 p.m.
(Jennings 1-3), 735 p.m.
a throwing error as Murray
not to shoot when Carlisle was
Washington (Armes 0-0) at Arizona
built a 4-1 advantage.
(Estes 2-3), 8:40 p
his coach. scored 14 of his 21
The Tigers scored a run in
Pittsburgh (D Williams 2-3) at San
points in the first half as Detroit
Francisco (Fassero 0.0), 9:15 p.m.
fourth on a sacrifice fly
the
built a big lead and easily beat
by Cobb and then exploded
the Indiana Pacers 96-81 on
for four runs in the sixth.
Monday night in Game .1 of
AP Photo
Heskett, Tim Masthay and
the Eastern Conference semi- Detroit Pistons guard Richard Hamilton, left, and teamChess Volp had two hits apiece
finals.
mate Tayshaun Prince celebrate their lead against the for MHS, which had 11 hits
"My plan was to attack the
Pacers in Game 1 of their Eastern Confer- in the game.
Indiana
basket.- Wallace said. "In the
By The Associated Press coming off consecutive shutouts
Masthay picked up the pitchseries at the Palace of Auburn Hills
semifinal
ence
past when we played them,
It's rare for the New York of Oakland. It was the longest
ing win, allowing two runs
they haven't really guarded me, Monday night.
to get worked up over New York had gone into a seaYankees
(one earned) on eight hits while
son without winning three
so I wanted to force them to last year, then a career high.
winning streak.
Suns 127, Mavericks 102
three-game
a
striking out seven in seven
guard me.It also normally doesn't take straight since 1925, when it took
Amare innings of work
Phoenix,
and improved to 9.7 this seaAt
them more than a month into 97 games.
When tht Pistons fired son. In the first round against Stoudemire set career playoff
After missing his previous
a season to get one.
Carlisle two years ago and Philadelphia, he scored a career- highs of 40 points and 16
Randy Johnson pitched eight scheduled start because of a
hired Larry Brown, Wallace high 29 points and averaged rebounds.
innings to lead tie Yankees to stiff groin, Johnson (3-2)
was encouraged to be a threat 12.8 points during the series.
Phoenix had not played in
441'victory) oieri the Seattle allowed seven hits and stead(
!
on offense instead of just a
In the night's other .game. eight days after sweeping MemMariners on Monday night, the out seven in his 249th win.
rebounder and defender as he Phoenix took a 1-0 lead in the phis, but the Suns came out
Torre wanted to stay with
first time this season New York
was under Carlisle for two sea- Western Conference semifinals rested and running against the
starter in the eighth.
his
row.
a
in
three
won
has
127-102.
'coming
Dallas
were
sons.
Mavericks, who
by beating
"Any time Randy Johnson
"That is significant," manOn Tuesday night. it's Wash- off a 40-point victory over
"It allowed teams to pretty
ager Joe Torre said. -It's all pitches, you feel you've got
much play five against. four," ington at Miami and Seattle at Houston in Game 7 of their firstto win," Torre said. "I just
based on pitching."
night.
Saturday
series
round
teams
host
The
Antonio.
'
San
Wallace said.
Girls
thought he deserved the opporhis
in
homered
Martinez
Tino
Wallace averaged 9.5 points both lead 1-0.
at Graves Co.
third consecutive game for the tunity to win or lose the game
Calloway Co. 5, Graves Co. 4
Yankees (14-19), who were himself."
Singles- Jenny Vincent(C) def.
Amy Motberal 6-2, 6-4, Nahyun
Yoo (C) def. Katelyn Wilford 7-5,
4-6, 6-2, Megan Colson (C) def.
Whitney Standifer 8-5, Ashley From Page 1B
Winkler(C) def. Sarah Ikerd 8-5,
that team when the competi- More than likely, that will grow
Emily Greene def. Brittany
around considerably by the time matchLemons (C) 6-4, 4-6, 3-6, Katie tion starts in Italy in
com- es start in Italy as more than
will
Leslie
weeks;
two
Keith def. Nicole Hudson (C) by
100 countries were representpete in a tuneup for the next
forfeit.
ed at Sully-Sur-Loire two years
Doubles - Vincent-Yoo (C) def. weekend's contest in Italy with ago.
Ikerd-Standifer 8-2, Keith- an appearance in the IBO
"And they'll be laying the
Motheral def. Colson-Lemons Nationals near Louisville, start- bushes for us pretty heavy, I'd
(C) 2-6, 3-6, Greene-Wilford def. ing this Thursday before head- imagine (with the Americans
Winkler-Bianca Mora (C) 8-0.
ing to Europe.
being the defending champiHowever, Leslie is humble ons)," said Leslie, who said,
Boys
about his standing on the team, while the competition is sure
at Graves Co.
knowing that past accomplish- to be bring some stressful
Graves Co. 7, Calloway Co. 2
ments will matter very little moments, he said he expects
Singles - Jon Black (C) def. after the first shot is fired in to experience less tension in
Brahm Riley 8-4, Joe Moore def. Italy.
Italy, thanks to not having the
Chris Conner (C) 6-0, 6-2, Joey
"First and foremost, this is extra burden of being captain.
Steele def. Josh Price (C)6-3, 6- a team event. It's kind of like "I'm going to enjoy myself
1, Matt Gream def. Jeromy the Ryder Cup in golf. You're this time. Last time, I was
Cantrell (C) 8-6. Justin Weldon representing your country and having to be involved with so
def. Kyle Wade (C) 8-5, Ryan you want to do all you can to many meetings and stuff, that
Weldon def. Nick Calhoon (C)6- help your team win," said I didn't have time to really
Leland J. Elliott, obstetrician
4, 6-4. Exhibition: David Smith Leslie, who will be accompa- take in France or even pracand gynecologist, has joined
def. Jake Darnell (C)8-4.
nied by fellow Longbow spe- tice. So, that's something I'm
the medical staff at Henry
Boobies - Kelso-Price (C) def. cialist Ken Redding of Colum- looking forward to this year.
"And you've got to be that
Henson-Page 8-1, Gream- bus, Ohio, Recurve competiCounty Medical Center. He
Moore def. Black-Wade 6-2, 6-4, tors Kenton Stienke of Ohio way. Really, you can only stay
received his medical degree
Fisher-Riley def. J. Bearsby- and Scott Young of Lynnville. focused at a high level in this
from and completed his
Ind., and Compound represen- sport for only about seven or
Calhoon (C)6-2, 6-3.
residency at UpVpte Medical
tatives Michael Brayden and eight seconds, so you have to
Center State University in
Tommy Gomez, both of Texas. be able to turn (one's focus)
Former U.S. Olympian Tim on and off. That's a lot of
,
Syracuse, N.Y.
Strickland will serve as the people's mistake, I think. They
team's captain.
try to stay dialed in for so
Dr. Elliott has practicectlIn West
"It isn't just one or two long that they're defeating
Tenn. and West Kentucky since
guys that will make the dif- themselves.
wwwg obalmtglink.com
1986 and provides a full range
ference, it's all of us. And I'll
"Plus, for me, there really
\ I NN PRO(iR kNI
tell you this; if I outshoot my is no pressure anymore (after
of OB/GYN services.
n
tern
Longbow guy the first sever- two years ago). I've shot in
In% ust ottlit Propel-I%
al rounds, but then get to the so many of these things, it's
tt will be located at 300
finals and feel, for some rea- pretty much second nature."
I Circle, Suite 201, Paris,
son, that he will do better than
me. then I'll let him shoot in
Lindy Suitor
that round. And there are more
iliMashatztb BRIMS Asency
would
that
think
you
than
guys
Us:
Show
You
de by
do the same thing.
• Average credit
"This time, it is going to
• Presently
be different than it was in France
Employed
because we're going to have
TV, radio
We Show You:
individual honors as well. RealNBA
• 1009F loan, no money down
ly, that doesn't matter too much
6 p.m.
TNT- Washington at Miami
• flexible, forgiving program
to me; I just want our team
11:30 p.m.
• Excellent fixed rate - 30 vi.
to do well."
TNT-Seattle at San Antonio
301 Tyson Ave • Paris, TN 38242
when
of
month,
As
last
COLLEGE
BASEBALL
4270) 753-7407
7 p.m.
Leslie last checked, 15 counESI:142- Houston at Texas A&M
a
tries had teams slated to appear.

Pistons whip visiting Pacers in series opener

Yankees beat Mariners for first
three-game winning streak of season

CCHS
tennis splits
with Graves
County

Continuing Growth

•Leslie ...
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Healthcare Services
Introducing:

Leland J. Elliott, M.D.
Obstetrician 8. Gynecologist

51013al
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Link ac.
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MC MEDICAL CENTER
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CC-124F-05 White College Lobby Renoi.ation
Project, Opening May 24, 2005 at 2:00 p.m.
Project consists of the renovation of the White
College Lobby including new floors, ceilings,
finishes, casework,finish carpentry, lighting, and
all associated electrical.
To be opened above dates and times in
Procurement Services, General Services
Building Murray State University located on
Chestnut Street, Murray, KY 42071. Forms may
be obtained by calling Murray State University
Procurement Services at(270) 762-4099

An Ordinance amending Section 156,
Zoning Code, of the City of Murray Code
of Ordinances by creating a new section
entitled Cellular Antenna Tower
Regulations.
a/s H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary Prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

MECHANIC / TRAINEE

FLEET MANAGEMENT

Gardner Denver, Inc., a worldwide manufacturer of
air compressors, has an immediate opening for a
Service Mechanicarainee in the Mayfield, KY facility. Candidate will be assigned to the service department with primary responsibilities including but not
limited to compressor service and repair located at
both the Mayfield facility and at our many customer
sites. Candidate will receive mechanic air compressor training to increase advancement opportunities
within the organization.

PTL's continued growth is creating
opportunities for career minded individuals. We are seeking professionals
to manage dispatch and driver issues.
The successful candidate will have
management skills developed through
education and prior experience.
Trucking industry exposure a plus,
but not mandatory. Submit resume to:

Mechanical knowledge is a requirement.

020

Service Manager
Air Relief, Inc.
P.O. Box 311
Mayfield, KY 42066

06/09/05 to 12/20/05
06/24/05 to 12/16/05
Wages: minimum of $8.17/hr. 75% of
hours listed on job order guaranteed. All
tools provided at no cost. Free housing
'provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence
paid when 50% of contract is met.
Contact local state Employment Service
Office.

*FIELD STAFF RN

C$C$C$C$C$OC$C$C3C,Ci000$
WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays!
Starting May 3rd Until Season End
Hours II a.m -I p.m.
4p.m -6p.m

270-753-5410

STRAWSERRIES

C$C3CCC,Cf,C5Ca.i,CPcCi,CSCIS

ILLY'S U. tiCK,
W.E.PICK STRAWBERRI
6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave

Sign-On Bonus with excellent benefits offered.
(Medical, dental. vision, FSA,401K and more)
Previous home care experience preferred, but
not required.
Please contact:
Melisha Burns, RN,Branch

Manager
(731)642-4285
Or fax resume to:(731)642-7910

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
06/20/05 to 12/31/05
Wages: minimum of $8.17/hr. 75% of
hours listed on job order guaranteed.
All tools provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation and
subsistence paid when 50% of contract
is met. Contact local state Employment
Service Office.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

or

759-8858
B \KR(.1)T('N' I. kW S
ARE CHANG IM;
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STEVE VIDNIER
-VIDNIER LAW ()EFICE

(2701753-1752

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Help Wanted

IA I NI

LBL Golden Pond
Information
Clerk:
Must be self-motivated,
have outstanding hospita* and communication skills, some
computer knowledge
and be flexible to work
3 to 4 days per week,
every other weekend
and holiday. 9 am to 5
pm, Great for retiree.
$6.25/hour. Call 800455-5897. Sorry walkin inquines cannot be
accepted.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC

Progressive local (regional) telecommunications firm seeks highly motivated and qualified applicants.
Qualifications include:
• background in telecommunications
operations, telecommunications construction,
or electronics;
• minimum 18 years of age:
• high school diploma or GED preferred;
• ability to lift up to 75 pounds unassisted; and
• clean driving record.
Pre-employment physical examinations,
background and reference checks will be
required.

\

Callloway
Gardens/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505
Diuguid Drive, Murray,
42071,
KY
Now
accepting bids for construction of dumpster
area fences. For more
information call: (270)
753-8556.

The employer does not discriminate on the
basis of race, religion, sex, age, national origin
or disability. Applications for the position are
available at the Kentucky Department for
Employment Services, 319 South 7th St.,
Mayfield, KY and will be accepted there until
May 20. 2005. Regular office hours at
Employment Services are 7:30 a.m. - 5:30
p.m. on Monday and Tuesday. 8:00 a.m. - 4:30
p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday, and 7:3012:00 noon on Friday. No telephone calls
please.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Dennis Burkeen
Vice President, Operations
P.O. Box 1889

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED

CLINICAL SUPERVISOR

Notice

I INS I,

EXPERIENCED clean
up person for
full-time employment at
local
dealership.
Benefits
including
insurance and 401K.
Send resume to P.O.Box
1040-M
Murray,KY

We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit.
package. Please send resume and salap, history to

Volunteer Home Care, Inc., is seeking the
following positions for the Paris branch:

)iti Ace consitikliii!„! Wow_
,.•1.11 lot :I 4:011,1111:111011 It) C'. aittalc
tiailoti wider Ilk. currciii
;Ind liCkl

Help WNW

No calls please. Equal Opportunity Employer WF/DA'

Ortilinauce 2005-1375

753-8697

060

Help Mantle

Murray State University is accepting bids for the
following:

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we aH have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

REWARD: Lost in
Murray. MecVlarge muttiy dog approx. 60 lbs.
Black with white crest
on chest, long floppy
ears & long tail with
white
Named
tip.
Hercules. Call 7537297

VISA

Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
060
Hip Vientecl
ACCOUNTANT needed full-time beginning
June 1. 4-year
accounting degree
required with 3.30 min
GPA. Expenence preferred. Please email
resumes to
candies@ powerclaim.
'coth or mall to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071.
ASSISTANT Wanted.
Applicant must:
•Be self-starter, easily
motivated, and good
listener
•Possess good organizational and clenoal
skills
.Be punctual, patient,
and flexible
Duties include:
•Heip with elderly and
disabled
.Light housekeeping,
meal preparation
.'Easy projects
Will discuss compensation
Checks, no
cash. 489-2506 for
interview_
AUTO body technician
for busy body shop.
Prefer 5 years experience. Excellent pay.
For incluines, call 270705-6069 or send
resume to: P.O. Box
653, Mayfield, KY
42066
CABLING Technician:
Candidate must have a
minimum of 1 year in
the installation, test,
troubleshooting, and
repair of twisted pair,
and coaxial copper
cabling and fiber optic
cabling systems. BICSI
installer certificate is a
plus. Working knowledge
of
BICSI/EIAT/TIA
Installation methods
and procedures is
required. Technician
will be responsible for
working independently
as a part of a team to
provide infrastructure
services to our customers located
in
Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Missouri. Send
resume to P.O. Box
467, Murray, KY 42071

DATA voice fiber optic
communications company looking for full
time
technicians.
Expence helpful but not
necessary. Some travel
may be required Fax
resume to 753-1909.
DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
WAGES
HOME
WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 2 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE.
CLEAN
DRIVING
RECORD. (800)4686087

NEED computer consultant for programming projects. Will
need to work with Cold
Fusion, SQL, Java, etc.
Problem solve and new
web code. Intermittent
work. Call Murray 2272454
NOW
hiring
cooks/dishwashers.
Apply at Tom's Gnlle.
(270)753-4521
PAINTERS needed. At
least 5 years residential experience. Call
270-443-6735 9AM6PM
PA1NfEFIS Wanted:
Local painting contractor is recruiting experienced
professional
painters. Must have at
least 4yrs expenence.
Please call (270)7536895 leave message.
No walk-in applications
accepted

EARLY childcare center looking for full time
and part time summer
help to work with children ages birth through
afterschool. Childcare
development knowledge required. Apply at
109 S. 15th Street,
Murray.
TEACHERS WANTED
NYSE Co. exp in area
8PT & 4FT 6 figure
income
potential.
Residual income, car
bonus. Call
Chris
(270)293-0452.

SER ALL
TERMITE 4 PEST CONTA01 CC

Now taking
applications for
service
technicians.

helpful Satin) phis benefits Send resume and letter of application to
Automated Direct Mail,

87 Spruce St Ste B.
Murray. KY 42071.

PROGRAMMER/
EXPERIENCED
SYSTEMS Manager.
housekeeper/
child
S'POR TABLE care provider. Part/ full
Scoreboards has an
time.
Reasonable
immediate opening for
rates, references. 436an
• IT 6028
Manager/Programmer.
NEED
a
rental
Candidate must have
cleaned? Need your
extensive experience
house cleaned? Call
in Visual Basic, ASP, Linda at 270-767-0778
MS -Access.
POSITION
wanted.
HTMUSML and SQL.
Experienced mature
Proficiency in
C+.
Christian woman to sit
Digisoft.
Telescript.
with
elderly
DBA/Pervasive
and
References availahic
Assembler preferred.
767-9336
The successful candiWILL clean hous,,
date will provide user
reasonable rates 437support.
maintain
Microsoft/Novell 4064
WILL clean up before
Network. and Vodavi
Telephone
System. and after renters, conCandidate will write
struction, remodeling.
etc. Walls, floors, winapplications and datadows,
base queries to support
etc.
Experienced-Valerie
business and engineer436-5914
ing initiatives and provide user support and
training.
Computers
Good
interpersonal
skills are a must.
EXCELLENT condi
Excellent written skills
ion.
HP
Pavilion
required.
AMD/385. 64MB RAM.
S'PORTABLE
6.4GB HD. CD-Rom,
Scoreboards
offers
all original
accescompetitive benefits
sories, books, and softand wages commensuware included. $200.
rate with experience.
Call 762-0244
E-mail resume and
MDM COMPUTERS
samples of programA+ Certified Technician
ming/html experience
On site service
to
itjobs score759.3556
board1.com
SAFETY
advisors
52500 month, manager
to Buy
trainee's 53000 month
A&A
Logging
Company will train. Call
Co.
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1Buyer of standing tim800-578-8799
ber, pupwood. pine
Ph. 658-3676 or 7059099
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
Steaks 8z- Spirits
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
now accepting
NOW buying all scrap
applications
metal, aluminum cans
for experienced
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
servers &
Parts. 1850 ST RI 121
kitchen staff.
South. 753-5562 .

Bull Pen

Apply in person
110 South 5th

Street

OLD oil lamp or used
guns 753-3672
:
USED carpeting. elec.
tnc baseboard heaters,
refngerators. air conditioners. stoves, and
doors. 753-4109

Apply in person at
1604 State Route
121 N in Murray.

Housecleaning,
D'S
753-3802

WANT to buy junk cars,
trucks, and tractors
436-5235

oguiposir

'kILITARY HO
,
12
,
teFlonor a soldier past
c.( and present with a
salute to our military
personnel.
*.Send a Photo and fill out
information below to be
included in our military
salute to be displayed on
* Monday, May 30th.
1-4 J.B. Burkeen

.For only $10.00 per photo
US Army
33 Months in European Theater
one person per photo)
•Submissions must be received

by

Wed., May 25 at 3 p.m.

COMPUTER
OPERATOR/
DATA SPECIALIST
Utilize specialized software to manipulate database files and process customer jobs Experience
Databases
with
&
Spreadsheets required.
Programming knowledge

Nap Warded

'Your Name:
;Address:
;Daytime Phone.
;
;Service Member's Name'
!Rank:

Branch of Service

umber of Years Served.

EXPERIENCED Dental
Assistant.
Send
resume
1653
to
Calloway Ave. Murray,
KY 42071.
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WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

AiOdes
For Sale
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $200
each. 270-492-8614
PALLETS 7ftX7ft, $3
each 753-3949
RECHARGEABLE battery operated medical
4 wheels,
scooter
great shape Asking
$2.900 753-7970
treadmill,
SEARS
$100 435-4411. no
calls after 9PM.
Chevrolet
STOCK
wheels & tires 15"xEr,
$100 Window air conditioner. $150 2938369. 227-2725
TRUE glass door cooler, 1 year old $800
731-232-8300, 731232-8302
WEED eater, gas. Leaf
blower. gas. Tread mill.
Pressure washer. For
sale 753-0186
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves. size 16. $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

LARGE selection of
quality built homes at
prices
affordable
Come by and see why
Arrowhead Sales Inc
2003 E Wood St is
becoming this area's
housing leader
I Mixt!
i\st it k NI I

MCKINNEY INS.
104 N.4TH STREET
753-3500

FREE
GASOLINE
with
LEASE
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2, & 3
Bedroom
Apartments

OVERSTOCKED
WITH SINGLEWIDES
- Prices slashed"! Call
nowt!! 731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both pnc,ed in
the 550's Call 731642-6438 today!,
WEEKEND getaway,
like new '98. 16x80. 3
bedroom. 2 bath. Set
Buchanan
at
up
Resort. Ready for you
Call 731-707-0607 or
731-693-1113

Large
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
Jon the square

12X60 5 miles N E o
$235 a
Wal-Mart
month plus deposit
556-6868
2BR $255 753-6012

753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
Hunter green & oak
ighted china cabinet
and table with 4 chairs.
Like new. For more
information. call 7599861
180
Lam & Garden
Lawn
Craftsman
Tractor, 18hp. 42"
mower, auto transmission $850.00 7612561
SNAPPER rear engine
mower with bagger
attachment. New motor
and battery. $425. 7670817
TROY BILT Super
Bronco rear tine tiller.
6.5HP. excellent condition, approx 35 hours
$500. 762-0265
190
Farm Equipment
28 dump trailer 492
8411
FARM Pro of Murray
20- 25- 30 HP diesel
tractors. backhoes, finish mowers We service what we sell. 270293-2003 or 270-2271397
LOW boy trailer, tandem axle and dove tail
(270)435-4196, 7485203

LOTS for rent
9866

Murray Ledger & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

753

Apwlnwints For Rent
1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1.2. & 3BR apts available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221
1800 Ridgewood. 2BR,
1.5BA. C/H/A. carport,
deck. large closets, all
appliances, $550 a
month, lease, deposit,
no pets. 767-0884 or
226-9566
1BR apt available. aft
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR apt for rent, partially furnished. partial
utilities paid. $260 per
month + deposit. 7520456
1BR Unfurnished Api
$265.00. close to campus. available April
1.No pets. 753-5980

902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm,
Wed. II am-6 pm.
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4984
TDD *
1-800-648-6056

1x1 CONSISTENCY SPECIAL IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS FOR ONLY S75.00 PER
MONTH
(regular price S120.52)
CALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING Al
(270) 753-1916 FOR DETAILS.
*Minimum of one month
•Prepayment required
• No refunds for early
cancellation

YOUR
SPACE
COULD BE
HERE.

NEON BEACH 1
MININSTORAGE

For Salo

*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

P,,
apartEFFICIENCY
ment. partial utilities,
$185 per month plus
deposit. 753-2934
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: lbr
starting at $330/month.
2br townhouses, basic
rent 5360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message
apartFURNISHED
bedroom,
ment, 1
kitchen, living room
large
combination,
bath. 767-9562
HILLDALE Apts now
taking applications 1 &
2 & 3 bedrooms. No
credit check required.
EHO --f270)437-4113
TDD711

g3IP
r
15 fenced acres north
Murray
of
east
$50,000 978-0523

753-3853
Livestock & Supplies
in
2BR
SMALL
Panorama $240 per
month 753-0095 and
978-0742
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

3 year old saddle mare,
Amish
by
broke
(270)435-4196, 7485203
REGISTERED Gray.
15 hands, gelding, 7
years old, $1,100 firm.
436-2218
EMI Ego
Creat investnient,
affordable bullying pltis surveyed
lots. Vossible
financing.

270-753-6012

320
Apartments For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

EXTRA NICE
2 Bedroom
Condominiums
Southwood Drive
All appliances included.
$500 a month
1 year lease and
month deposit. No pets.
Available May 15.

Weekend
MURRAY
Real Estate Licensing
Class Presented by
Career
American
Training Real Estate
School: May 12-21 and
June 2-18. Meeting
530Thurs/Friday
10:15pm and Saturday
8am-4:50pm @ Murray
Chamber of Commerce
Meeting Rm. Prepay
and preregister for
guaranteed seating.
060 investment, with

vertical
with
2BR
duplex behind Great
investment $65,000
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
68 Wells Purdom, 3
BR. 2 bath. Priced
under appraisal, vinyl
privacy fence. 7533532. 293-8140
FOR sale by owner:
summer getaway or
home for those who
love to fish, located
one block off Lake
Barkley near Cadiz,
two bedroom w/carport, stacked w/d, new
tile/carpet, big storage
shed, VA approved,
$45,000. Call 270-4362618
HOUSES for sale in
newly developed subdivision ten minutes
from town. You pick the
lot and the house plan
of your choice and we
build it. Houses start at
$70,000 for 1,200
square feet. For information call Brian at
978-1323.

M

oss 011orid

XI( )1 I 1141\III
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MCKINNEY INS.
104 N.4TH STREET

753-3500
I want to buy a used
cargo trailer, large
capacity. preferably a
Hannigan Please cat
772-532-1799
Honda 400
2004
condition,
Excellent
225 miles, $4,750. Call
after 6PM 753-4432
2004 Honda Shadow
Sabre 1100 Candy
apple red, windshield,
saddle bags, backrest,
830 miles. $8,000
080. 731-644-7937

A Shade Greener
Lawn Service.
Mowing, bush
trirnmings, gutter
cleaning & other
services.
Free estimates.
762-9928
293-3971
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

2002 Roadstar Warrior,
1700 cc, 4,900 miles,
windshield, corbin seat
with backrest, some
other accessones. Like
new. Call 767-9082
after 5 p.m. or leave a
message.
'96 Yamaha 400 4x4
1,200 miles, excellent
condition. 753-1580
and 293-4753

Rubbish
JUNK)
Removal Spring cleaning clean out attics,
garages yard waste
etc (270)489-2583

-1.314411_,

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
Or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353

Over 30 years
experience
Sales & installation
•

753-7728

L&M LAWN

MOWING
SERVICE:

Want your lawn to
look its best?
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Call 753-1816
-0611
OF
Vitt( 111 1
+iiti\t.
N i\N

*mut

Arri.IAset
CHAD B. HUGHES

*AFFORDABLE SERVICE

HAzzL, KY
(270)492-8191
(270) 226-9398

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
Ussilears
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
1995 Honda Accord
Chuck Van Buren
EX, Black Loaded w
ASPHALT
CD
.
sunroof
spoiler,
OATING
SEALC
player, cruise control,
-Commercial
tinted windows, etc
OResidential
Call 270-753-4468
Free Estimates
'49 Dodge 66.000 actuTRAVIS
al miles, (270)435SEALCOATING
4196, 748-5203
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE &
Vans
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
2 vans. Dodge &
Septic system, gravel.
Chevy $800 for pair
white rock.
293-3010
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
04 Dodge 1500 SLT.
4D,
2WD,
Grey,
24,XXX, auto, CD,
power w/l, factory warranty. $21,000 OBO.
'00 Ford Crown Vic
white.
Interceptor,
AM/FM, power WfL,
75,XXX hwy. $4,000
OBO. 293-1728 leave
message.

(OPP ift0ORTIERISC

Mowet
MOODY S
Repair pick-up & deity,
er 753-5668

No job too big or
too small.

Call Steve at
(270)753-9297
Donald's
Professional
Painting

ake a good first
impression!
Free estimates "
493-0634
l'ax ittu,
ornmpurciallItesitklitial
'seal(
".1 iipiflg. hauling,
c‘clix Alton.
milt 11111 11140s l'1%1\1.
759-ii5iii • '53-153"

Bluegrass
Pressure Washing
"Let us do your dirty
work."
Call time 3:30-8:30 PM
270-217-6908

PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowing,
Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work.

CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

270-436-5507 Home
270-293-7717 Cell

ome
lteej
'Improvements

• Pressure Washity
MARSHALL County: 5
•I`ainting
t. %LIAM ‘1
acres: 3BR brick ranch:
•riurter Cleantry
2001 Ford F-150 Lariat
ICI
1
RN
pool
\
1
above-ground
•tanalscarine •Et.
4X4 Supercrew, V8,
w/deck. guest house
White,
engine.
5.4L
with screened porch.
WI gray leather. Garage
RESIC
• ••7'086k09618e,"681:884
M6
Al4
n
er
txi
- rityrrfetht
LLC.
Contractors,
miles.
53K
cond.
lent
682
garage
753-8
workshop
down. Call 270-223Residential
&
s
window
Power
$105.000. 270-3540789
Commercial repairs.
and
locks, air conditioning, CONSISTENT
deloiseadams @yahoo. 9998
remodels. additions.
care.
lawn
able
depend
towing package, hard
corn
Replacement windows,
Will mow county-wide.
NEWLY remodeled 3carpet lined bed.
cover,
vinyl siding, deck.
TWO story bnck apart- bdrm, 2-ba. Bedford
5.
or
752-063
34
767-07
0.
$21,00
Loaded.
Insurance claims we(ment building with 5 stone house with new
@aol.com
1
boyd25
.(270)753-1739
come. 270-227-2110,
two-BR units. Excellent wood floors & tile, new
CUSTOM Tractor,
1 ton dump truck, grain
270-436-5764
income -producer. appliances, 20 acres
blade
tilling,
work
hitch,
bed, goose neck
$125,000. 270-753- fenced with barn, outhogging
work, bush
new tires, '67 Jeep. low
4109. 270-227-1545
$165,000
buildings
Free estimates Gerald
Ford
'94
miles,
527-7992
4x4. L. Carroll, owner. 492Explorer
ake Property
111111
(270)435-4196. 748- 6159 or 293-0163
TWO bedroom home
5203
on a half acre. New
Water Damaged Floors
Barkley
LAKE
DAVE'S Lawn Care
well fenced in backBraces & Floor Joists ;
Waterfront! 2.7 ac
One free mowing
yard. 14x28 building.
Campos
Remodeling & Plumbing
. New to mar
$39,900
servicother
of
lots
&
lake.
&
one mile from
Olive Branch Auction
ket. Ideal location_ Wil
es. Free estimates.
270-436-2641. 731Realty (OBAR) has
David Gallimore, Owner
MOTOR home, low
Call owner
last!
not
227-0480
536-5501
generaunits available interwith
,
mileage
Do Insurance Work
Will
4-4328
866-92
DNJ HANDYMAN
section of Poor Farm
(270)435-4196,
tor.
Cad
Visa
81.1aStel
iobs
470
odd
the
We do all
and Airport Rd (Penny).
748-5203
Lots For Sale
have time
don't
you
Motorcycles8 ATVS
10'.x15' units for $35.
1998 Designer Jayco
for.
Limited Time Offer PH.
Travel Trailer. 32 ft. one
ions.
restrict
with
lots
2
293-5438
7.
293-3232 or 436-622
at
See
new.
looks
s/o,
1100.
Honda
1.5 acres & 1 acre. 5 01
Car
DONALD'S
Hill
PREMIER MINISTORMissing
north or Murray. $2.800. 731-641-0196
miles
Cleaning Service.
climate
AGE *Inside
Campground.'05 taxes
752-7312
control storage
and license already .Wash
*Security alarmed
paid. 1-865-898-1457 oWax
530
-Clean carpets.
•Safe & clean
asking $18,500
(cell)
Offered
Services
Services Offered
'Professional detail",
•We sell boxes'
with
ft.
25
1997 Prowler
Call for appointment.
•We rent U-Hauls
slide out, extra nice.
(270)759-4699, 406
753-9600
270-753-3993
Sycamore St., Murray
1985 Winnebago 33 ft.
1 111 11 ‘. DI.ER
DOZER WORK
COMIIIIIFICal prop.for rent
New tires, batteries,
Panting• Entry• Roofing
L & REPAIR
INSTAL
awning, A/C, has
All types of remodeling
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
Ray Purdon
stove,
7.100 square feet on
microwave,
GRAVEL HAULING.
731-642-0646
approximately 3 acres
shower, etc. Onan
Public or Contract
731-445-7371
great
Office space. 2 bathGenerator,
Terry Rowland
Contact at 270-753since
use
rooms, equipped with
Can't
shape.
731-642-5838
9503
gas heat, air hookup,
stroke. $12.500 OBO.
Tree
L'S
tS
FUTREL
WALTEF
steel hoist beam, great
978-0538
Service
CONTRACTING
lighting, excellent locaCell
Autry
33' Sunnybrook selfRoby
removal, DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Tnmming,
tion The building is
contained, 2 slide outs,
731-234-6875
270-767-9597
stump grinding. fireSiding, Addition, and
divided and can be
extra nice. 492-8411
wood. Insured. 489Remodeling. Quality
leased by section. Call
731-586-4496
2839.
Work, Over 30 Years
753-2905 or 293-8595
Gerald
Experience.
Green Acres
OFFICE or retail space
Walters. 753-2592.
Lawn Care:
available. Finished to
.10-years service.
I
11
your specs. 15x50. Call
*Shrub and tree
Nelson Shroat 759.INSI K‘'N( I
tnmming
3772 or 752-0201
•Gutter cleaning
MCKINNEY INS.
OFFICE space. Village
.Spring cleaning
Center, 1406 North
104 N.4TH STREET
We Specialize in Cleaning"
.Other services
sq
1,200
St.
12th
500
service at
753-3
•Quality
Home,
•Mobile
Fencing
&
Siding
-Vinyl
ft 753-7559
affordable prices
•Brick *All External Cleaning
(270)753-0462
•Acid Cleaning AN ai table
&Supplis
227-8658
),
Driyewa
&
Lots
-Parking
Water
Ho
l
•We Use

767-9948
Apply at
2104 Country Rd.,
Southwest Villa

1BR. 1 bath studio
$335 month 2BR, 1
bath. washer & dryer.
$410 month. 753-7559
NEAT retreat - seclud1BR. 1 bath, washer & ed. yet in old Murray.
dryer, $325 month. One bedroom unit,
freshly painted, wash753-7559
1BR-4BR apartments. er/dryer, patio, spacious parking. Landlord
Ask about move in free
seeks no pets. Lease
days Coleman RE
Landlord
required.
759-4118
utilities,
2 Room all furnished, pays
Call
onth.
$395/m
elecall utilities, water,
759Grey's,
at
Lynda
tric, phone and cable
KELLEY'S included. Access to 2001 apt. 1 BR $300
pool & fitness room. NEW
MUSIC
$150 deposit.(205)361-4763
$400/month.
Lessons on ALL
deposit. Singles for (334)419-6066
instruments.
duplex
$350 and up plus
NICE 2BR
Now open in Murray
on
deposit. Call for inforapartment
978-1961
Dr.
(270)753mation.
Northwood
8407.
Appliances furnished,
270
nt, no pets, $425 753apartme
Bath
2
2BR.
Sale
For
Mobile Homes
all major appliances 5992
furnished. 753-7903 NICE 2BR duplex w/
1995 14x70 2-car car
753-7813.
carport 753-7457 or
,port, porch, deck, and
436-6357
ces,
applian
all
2BR.
above-ground
24ft
water, sewer, trash &
RED OAKS APTS.
pool, new carpet, appliSpecial
yard mowing paid, no
ances included, must
pets. 753-7313 or 753$100 Deposit
be moved, $15.000
1BR From $280
080.489-2299 or 293- 0692
2BR From $325
6877
2BR, located on quiet
Call Today!
residential street in
1997 Clayton Mobile
753-8668.
Murray. Deposit and
Home, 16x80, 3br.
d.
require
ces
MSU!
TO
referen
fireWALK
tub,
garden
26ths,
Call 293-8462
Affordable 1 bedroom
place, 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/sell
38R apt. 1600 Oakhill, apartments including
basic kitchen appliC/H/A, w/d, dishwashof home. Must sell
$600 ances and lovely cov$22.500 or best offer!' er,
area.
picnic
753-9107 or 978-1672
month/deposit. ered
shed.
o
unfurni
1st.
$275/m
June
le
Availab
mobile
1998 16x80
94
$325/mo nicely furhome, 3BR, 28A, 293-7740, 753-61
762-0991 or
C/H/A, gas heat. Must 4 bedroom house. 1,2. nished.
64
559-11
0
or
52
$15.00
753-12
moved
3 apts.
be
753-0606
OBO. 382-3108
louses For Rent
LIVE Oak Apts.
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Newly Remodeled
Singlewides
2 BR, 2 bath, all appli
1BR $290.00
Doublewides - Buy
save
ances, newly remod
and
26R $340.00
today
eled. no pets 753
3BR $42500
51.000's WE OWN
7313, 753-0692
$100 deposit special
THE BANK - Call today
for qualified applicants.
at 731-642-6438
Office hours 8-2
3 BEDROOM HOUSE
Mon-Fn
3-bedroom, 1 bath,
from
mile
1/4
& LAND:
$375/mo + deposit, in
Call today for appointPerryville Manna! Only
ment
country, no pets. 2$23,000 Call now''
bath
1
21
753-82
bedroom,
4-9429
731-58
+
$175
home,
mobile
at
apt
1BR
NICE, clean
ASSUME PAYMENTS
Heights All deposit 489-2506
ty
Universi
NEAR
HOUSE
ON
a
KENTUCKY LAKE!!! appliances. $325
38R, 1713 Oakholl all
month, $325 deposit
731-584-9429
12 month lease. No appliances furnished,
293-7738
pets. 753-4937, 759- $650/mo
MOBILE home and lot,
293-1446
8926, 753-1951
$14,500 753-6012

iligi

David's Home
Improvement

1

731-247-5422

AUTRY ROOFING
30 years experience
All work guaranteed

David's Cleaning
Services

3/4 Beagle 1/4 Bassett
puppies. Great for pets
or hunting. 8 weeks
old, $50. (270)3822214 or (270)841-0094

David Borders
(270)527-7176 or(270)293-0939

UGLY ROOF STAINS
Coated
Soft
AKC
Wheaten Terrier pupNon-shedding
pies
hypoallergenic, medium sized Parents on
premises, $500. 270619-6755
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

A WA Y,Roof-Brite
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003 WWW ARBROOF COM

Mowing
Lawn
1
mulch. other services
also. Free estimates.
753-0462
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters,
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters

HH

CONSTRUCTION

roofing,int/ext
painting, vinyl siding, concrete work
Free estimates
759-1873•556-5736
MEMO
& PROSSURE
WASHING
Free estimate
Call (270)343-2455
or 293-9024
Hudson
LAYTON
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Nene
No Phone(is
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Coumadin can
cause bruising
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 72year-old father has been treated with Coumadin by the local
veterans' hospital. According
to what I've
been told,
his
small
"coronary
blockages
need
no
therapy."
However,
his
arms
and legs are
Dr. Gott now covered
with
bruises.
By
Dr. Peter Gott Could the
Coumadin
cause this?
DEAR
READER:
Absolutely. Coumadin retards
blood clotting and, consequently, may help patients to avoid
having strokes. In contrast, the
risks of Coumadin (warfarin)
therapy are significant, and
include uncontrollable bleeding.
You do not indicate in your
letter the reasons why your
father is taking Coumadin titerspy. Should there be a valid
medical necessity, such as irregular pulse rate (atrial fibrillation or others), Coumadin treatment is appropriate.
If no conclusive need is
Present, doctors must reconsider the whole situation. In a
phrase, the benefits of treatment must exceed the risks.
From your brief note, I cannot conclude which position is
appropriate. Check this out with
your family physician and let
me know the results.
At the very least, your father
needs a blood test to measure
the INR (international normalized ratio), to determine the
effects of Coumadin therapy.
The optimal value in this circumstance is 2.0-3.0. If it is
higher (or lower), Coumadin
adjustments need to be made.
Let me know I) What the
Coumadin levels are, and 2)
How your primary care physician approaches the situation.
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Excessive use of mothballs LeskimpBack
poses threat to human health 10 years ago

To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Coronary Artery Disease."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a
new grandmother. I am painfully aware that many new mothers often cover their babies'
facts with heavy blankets.
Would extended exposure to
carbon dioxide be harmful?
DEAR READER: In theory, yes. But, in reality, such
harmful side effects are unusual, possibly because infants are
remarkably adaptive when it
comes to breathing.
I do not know why some
new parents choose to cover
their babies' faces with blankets when the infants are
exposed to cold. I never did
it with my three sons, was
never advised to do it by a
pediatrician, or knew of any
colleague who behaved this
way.
As a general rule, babies
should be appropriately dressed,
as adults are, depending on
the weather. Recirculation of
CO2 in the system is a secondary issue, unless — as you
imply — it is associated with
low levels of oxygen. I urge
parents of newborns and infants
to subject their children to the
same breathing criteria that we
all enjoy; anything that interferes with a baby's breathing
should be avoided.
Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
If readers would like to
contact Dr. Gott, they may
write him through your newspaper or send their mail
directly to Dr. Gott do United Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
4th ft, New York, NY 10016.

DEAR ABBY: I had to
write after reading the letter
about "Granny Clair" who reeks
of mothballs. My mother's
home was also filled with mothballs. All her clothing smelled
like mothballs, too.
About
15
years ago,
she experienced bad
vertigo and
nausea. One
doctor told
her it was
Dear Abby her inner
ear. Another
By Abigail
told her it
Van Buren
was
her
eyes.
Three years ago, we visited her in winter while the
house was all closed up. One
morning I awoke with so much
dizziness and nausea I could
hardly lift my head. When I
returned to California, I mentioned it to my doctor, who
told me I had been poisoned
by the mothballs. Later, my
mother had to move to a convalescent home. After six
months of living there, her
vertigo disappeared.
Please let people who use
mothballs know they should
be careful how they use them.
Were lucky neither of us died
from it. -- DARLENE IN MISSION VIEJO, CALIF.
DEAR DARLENE: Thank
you for the warning. I'm sure
more than a few people will
be surprised to learn that mothballs can be toxic to humans.
(I was.) Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I'm very concerned about that 75-year-old
grandmother whose house is
permeated with the smell of
mothballs. The main component
of mothballs is naphthalene,
an aromatic hydrocarbon, which
can cause all sorts of neurological problems, as well as
hemolytic anemia, kidney and
liver damage and cataracts.
Remember, this is a poison
that is meant to kill insects,

and humans or other mammals
are not immune to its effects.
Other aromatic hydrocarbons
include benzene, gasoline, phenol, styrene, toluene and xylene,
which are known to cause neurological damage.
I would not take Granny
Claire to an ear, nose and
throat specialist. I'd take her
immediately to her internist
and explain the situation so
that the proper blood tests can
be administered. -- WORRIED
ABOUT GRANNY'S HEALTH
IN IRVINE, CALIF.
DEAR WORRIED: Good
grief! I will contact the woman's
relative immediately and make
sure that it's done. •
DEAR ABBY: I'm deeply
worried about the elderly
woman who smells of mothballs. There are warnings on
the container about their toxicity and the danger of too much
exposure to the vapors, which
she is receiving if her clothes
aren't aired out thoroughly
before they are worn. She may
be unaware of the danger. and
feel that "if a little is good,
a lot is better," which is common in older people who are
unaware of the downside of pesticides.
Maybe one of her trusted
relatives can work with her to
limit the mothball use to one
closed trunk, and help her air
out her house and clothing. If
there is a moth problem, there
are other less toxic ways to
get rid of the pests.
Thanks for helping to educate a lot of people today.
Pesticides, including such common "harmless" ones as mothballs, must .be treated with
respect. -- JERI, AN R.N. IN
MICHIGAN
DEAR JERI: I learn from
my readers every day. I'm
pleased to help.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
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Murray State University will
begin a new tradition this spring
when the 72nd commencement
moves outdoors. This year the
ceremony will be May 13 on
the green of the university's
"Quadrangle," boarded by Wilson Hall, Wells Hall, Lovett
Auditorium and Pogue Special
Collections Library.
Winners of Points Fishing
Tournament of Murray Bass
Club held out of Paris Landing were Eric Benson, Tom
Locke and Keith Tabers.
Births reported include a
girl to Shelia and Billy Smith,
a girl to Cheri and Freddy
Gibbs and a boy to Charlotte
and David Jones, May 4: a
girl to Kalpna and Shallesh
Patel and a girl to Kathryn
and Greg McNutt, May 5.
20 years ago
Dr. Keith M. Heim was
named "Humanitarian of the
Year" by the Humane Society
of Calloway County at its 10th
anniversary reception.
Elizabeth Bussey has been
named acting director for the
Summer 1985 season for Playhouse in the Park.
Dianna Gail Harrison and
Mitchell Garland Phillips were
married March 28 at Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Jones, April 29: a girl to Sheila
and Charles Scott, May 6; a
boy to Barry and Carolyn Burton and a boy to James and
Deborah McCaslin, May 7.
30 years ago
Murray State University
President Constantine W. Curris announced he will recommend the conversion of university's laboratory school into
a center for Early Childhood
and Kindergarten Education,
no longer offering grades one
through six.

NO RELATION TO THE PIG
THE GUINEA PIG IS A SMALL
RODENT THAT IS A POPULAR
PET. IT HAS SHORT EARS AND
NO VISIBLE TAR. THERE ARE
SHORT- AND LONG-HAIRED
VARIETIES OF THIS ANIMAL

Published is a picture of
members and chaperones of
Calloway County High School
Band as they left for the trip
to Memphis, Tenn., to participate in the Cotton Carnival,
Grand Parade being held today:
Murray State University
Breds won 11-8 over Eastern
Maroons at Richmond to win
the Ohio Valley Conference
Baseball Championship.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of
the Noble Farris Oil Company Station at North Fourth and
Chestnut Streets that was almost
demolished when a truck, driven by James Manning, whose
brakes failed, went through the
station at 1 p.m. today. Murray Police said "when Manning's brakes failed as he was
going east on Chestnut and in
an effort to avoid oncoming cars
drove through the station."
Otis Lovins will be the representative of Calloway County Teachers Association at the
convention of the National
Teachers Convention in New
York.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brandon.
50 years ago
Murray State College Faculty String Quartet will present a recital on May II in the
recital hall of fine arts center.
Members are Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch, first violin, Prof.
Josiah Darnall, second violin,
Prof. David Gowans, violin, and
Prof. Neale B. Mason, cello.
Prof. Robert Baar will be tenor
soloist.
Mrs. Clarence Culver presented a lesson on "Buying
Hosiery, Gloves and Blouses"
at a meeting of the Wadesboro Homemakers Club held
at the home of Mrs. Headley
Swift.

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 10, the 130th day of 2005. There
are 235 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 10, 1869, a golden spike was driven at Promontory, Utah, marking the completion of the first transcontinenaal,aaailmal in the „United States.
On this date: In 1865, Union forces captured Confederate President Jefferson Davis in Irwinville, Ga.
In 1924, J. Edgar Hoover was given the job of FBI director.
In 1933, the Nazis staged massive public book bumings in
Germany.
In 1940, British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain resigned,
and Winston Churchill formed a new government.
In 1968, preliminary Vietnam peace talks began in Paris.
In 1978, Britain's Princess Margaret and the Earl of Snowdon announced they were divorcing after 18 years of marriage.
In 1994, the state of Illinois executed serial killer John
Wayne Gacy for the murders of 33 young men and boys.
In 1994, Nelson Mandela took the oath of office to become
South Africa's first black president.
Ten years ago: An elevator accident in Orkney, South Africa,
killed 104 miners. Terry Nichols was charged in the Oklahoma
City bombing. Former President Bush's office released his letter of resignation from the National Rifle Association in which
Bush expressed outrage over its reference to federal agents as
"jack-booted government thugs."
•

Crosswords
ACROSS
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1 Dallas
basketballer.
for short
4 Teen lingo
9 Hang loosely
12 Where
Ipenema is
13 Pay tribute
14 Masseuse
employer
15 Look happy
17 Hooky players
19 Birthday party
essential
21 Detts neighbor
22 Ale factory
25 Dance move
29 Fun house cry
30 Take a nap
32 Zero
33 Change the
color of
35 Spill hot coffee

111

Jrnyi
and

silty
ears
'raid
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BAP PATE,
GARFIELD

WE WENT TO A
PETTING ZOO..

oil

37 Livy's dozen
38 Mideast VIP
40 Lag behind
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The Story of
My Life

We were so
poor we had
to eat cat
food.So we
all died.

I come from
a very poor
family.

YOU
WELL
ALL
NOT
OIEP? EXACTLY

42 "Tao — Ching"
43 Faxed, maybe
44 Reconnoitered
46 Compass pt
49 Neutral color
50 Dinosaur
bones
54 A bit creepy
57 Mi above sea
level
58 Uses the oven
60 Brother's title
61 Magazine
fillers
62 Catty
63 Was idle
DOWN
1 Newlywed title
2 Rifle range
command
3 Bass or
soprano
4 Mootah
5 Behold'
6 Formic acid
producer
7 Ibsen heroine

I
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Home Delivery
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5-10 02005 United Feature Syndicate Inc
8 Chucicwagon
provender
9 W-2 info
10 Quick to learn
11 Balloon filler
16 Statutes

18 Part of PBA
20 Standing on
both feet
22 Foreshadows
23 Short poem
24 Trips around
the sun
26 Formal attire
27 High society
28 Operated
a ferry
31 Whereabouts
34 Bonn single
36 Bishop's
domain
39 Minis
41 Tempt
45 Domains
47 Pen points
48 Vivacity
50 JFK watchdog
51 Antique
52 Ave croasers
53 Snowmobile
Pert
55 S&L offering
56 Enjoy a
smorgasbord
59 Bradley or
Sneed

1
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Horoscopes
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, May 11, 2005:
You know when to put a halt to
an ongoing situation. This
insight will help you keep some
difficult situations from becoming worse. Understand what it
takes to reverse a difficult partnership or one in which the other
partner is changing radically.
You will have to grow and
adapt. Money becomes a high
priority, though you have the
ability to make money hand over
fist. Use your innate intelligence
and creativity. You might opt to
do a lot alone. If you are single,
a relationship would be hard to
conform to, but you will want to
do that late this fall. With luck,
you could meet someone who
doesn't interfere with your natural inclinations. Could this person be Mr. or Ms. Right? If you
are attached, you might want to
split your financial responsibilities, with different checking
accounts. CANCER helps you
find the right words.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I - Difficult

just for yourself -- OK? Tonight.
Do for you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your take-charge attitude puts you on top of the
game. You cannot stop easily
You are like a train getting into
motion. You could feel overwhelmed. Meetings and networking only add to your energy
and power. Tonight: Find your
pals.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Read between the lines
Perhaps what isn't being said is
more important than what is. You
laugh, and others join in. You set
the pace in the afternoon
Assume responsibility when others refuse. Be aware of what you
have to offer. Tonight: In the
limelight.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Work with an associate,
knowing that something better
will follow. A brainstorming session tosses a new light on a difficult situation. You find answers
where others don't. Loosen up
and make an inquiry. You aren't
committing yourself by asking a
question. Tonight: Let your mind
wander.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Working with those in
your immediate circle takes skill.
You also might need to adapt
and head in a new direction.
Sometimes you are more conrealize.
you
than
trolling
Discussions reveal yet another
perspective. Tonight: Choose a
favonte person to be with.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Dive into work, but don't
rigidly defend a decision this
morning. In fact, you could be
wrong about the way you are
pursuing a key activity or project.
Allow others to not only make

suggestions but to run the show.
Tonight: Sort through your many
invitations.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You are full of fun and
naughtiness. Listen to ideas that
seem to pop up, not only from
your imagination but from others'. Funnel some of your creativity into your work. You might
be surprised by what you
achieve. Tonight: Up late_
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** You rev up slowly, but once
you get going, you are in fifth
gear. Can you be stopped? It is
doubtful. You know what you
want to achieve. Go for it. Your
uncanny imagination plays a big
role in your day's events.
Tonight: Take a midweek break.
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You want more out of your
life. It is your job to go after just
that. Ask questions and get feedback. Plot and figure out a way
to get what you want. Stay
anchored and direct with family.
Tonight: Mosey on home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might not realize the
impact of a decision. You might
be coming from a strong sense
of security. Your family and
domestic life need to take a
greater priority. Make calls in the
later afternoon. Meetings work.
Tonight: Out and about.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your personality and
wit zero in on what is important.
Don't settle for anything less
than what you want. You aren't
spoiled, but you are demanding,
even of yourself. Recognize your
assets, and you'll gain. Tonight:
Your treat.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Review the possibilities, and
don't settle for anything less than
what you want. You might need
to change directions or plans.
Know that it will be worth your
while. Your energy rises this
afternoon. Surely everyone sees
you as a winner. Tonight: Just
ask
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Use the morning hours,
when you are favored. What
happens is a direct result of your
wit and intelligence. Still, after a
big push, you might need or
want to retreat. Take some time
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Ouch! Do Your Feet Hurt?
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WEDNESDAY EVENING

Please join us for a free educational seminar on
Common Foot Problems.
Tuesday, May 17th,6 p.m.
Stewart County Public Library
102 Natcor Drive
Dover, TN 37058
Presented by:
Mike Calfee, M.D.
Orthopedic Surgeon
Foot and Ankle Fellowship
Free Foot Screenings.
This Seminar will provide valuable information on:
• Bunions
• Hammer Toes
• Morton's Neuroma
• Plantor Fascitis/Heel Pain
• Conservative treatment vs. surgery
To register, or to receive
more information or
directions to the
seminar please call:

731-644-FIND (3463)
or
2508.
-2461-800
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Dr. Mike Calfee

Hic HENRYCOUNTY
ME MEDICAL CENitER
2-1220
301 Tyson Avenue • Paris, TN 38242 • 731-64
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